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ne of ~he pleasur-es of wo.,.-kin9 on ~he follow-up 

~o a hu~Ly successptl a.nd cr-i~ica.lly acclcumed 

r-ole-pla.ym9 9a.me is ha.vi"'9 in~e-r-esz-in9 9uesrions 

to answer. People who play role-playing games need more than some 
pretty graphics and nonstop action to whet their claymores: they want depth 
and character and wit and drama. They want the thickest, most involving 
novel that they've ever read translated to their 15" screen, 'vith themselves as 
the hero. That's why I love people who play role-playing games. They're so 
reaJonnMe. 

During the years between the release of Arena and the publication of 
DaggetjaLI, we've danced around the answer to the question, "What's the 
story of Daggetj'a/1?" We've said we haven't the time to go into it, that we 
don't want the competition to find out, that we're still ironing out some 
details, that it might have something to do with this or maybe with that. The 
truth is simply this: we don't knl}cl' yet. 

When players ask what the story to Daggerfa/1 is, I imagu1e Macbeth 
asking what the story to lltfac/Jeth is before the play begins. You are the pro
tagonist, the hero of the game - the story is what you decide to make it. 
There are going to be foils to your character: people who will try to stop 
some of your more grandiose goals, and people who are there to help if it 
serves them. But it is your aims and ambitions that frame the story. After all, 
role-playing games are plays in which the stars are members of the audience. 
Given a large, well-appointed stage, a supporting cast of improvisationalists, 
and an alert bacbtage crew, they are capable of anything. And the best thing 
we game designers and programmers can do is give you what you want, and 
get out of your way. 

You have a challenge ahead of you in Daggetja/1, in more ways than one. 
This is a game designed to encourage exploration and reward curiosity. 
There are opportunities to do great and heroic deeds, and, likewise, possibili
ties of indulging in less ... virtuous activities. You are not required to follow 
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a path of righteousness nor a path of depravity, but both roads and everything in 
between are open to you-just like in real life. Unlike real life, you can swirch off 
potentially oll'ensive scenarios if you wish by using our ChildGuard fearure. Who 
says virtual reality can't be better than reality? 

In the world of computer role-playing games, it is considerably more difficult to 
create a book with blank pages than one where the story is complete. Daggrt}d! is 
a heartfelt group effort by all the programmers, writers, artists, and designers who 
worked on this project. Special thanks are merited by a group of our dearest 
friends (and harshest critics) who have the official title of "beta testers," bur who 
contributed to everything from writing fables for the bookstores to designing shop 
and casrle interiors. And, of course, we would not have known what direction the 
Elder Scrolls needed to take without the letters, posts, and telephone calls from the 
fans of .rlrtt/il. 

And so we turn the question back to you, "What's the story?" lr is not for us to 
answer. Follow your own spirit and teU your own story in your own way. We hope 
only to help you make it rea!. 

The 11Replay the Save Game" Strategy 
Most computer garners use the save game to maximize their playing abili ty Any

time something goes wrong, they return ro a saved game and replay it until they get 
it right. The final history of their game looks like an endless streak of lucky breaks 
and perfect choices. 

Role-playing is not about playing the perfect game. It is about building a character 
and creating a story. Bethesda Softworks has worked very hard to make The Elder 
Scro!!J: Dag_qerfa!! a game that does not require players to replay their mistakes. All 
adversity can be overcome, excepting only the character's actual death. ln fact, you 
"villnever see some of the most interesting aspects of the game unless you play 
through your mistakes. 

If your character dies, gets locked in a dungeon, or some other truly catastrophic 
event takes place, by all means return to your last saved game and replay it. How
ever, if your character is caught pickpocketing, if a quest goes wrong, or some other 
mundane mishap occurs, let it play out. You may be surprised by what happens next. 
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"bevOt.lr-in~ 'Cime, blunt:' dwu t:hc Uons po.ws, 

A.,.,d mcJ~e rhe eo.r'l:'h devout· 

her own swcer brood: 

PL.ucl, t:he keen reerh fr-om 

d-,e fierce <:i<jCr'S jnws, 

A.nd bt.t.r-n rhc lon~-llvcd phocn!.,-.; 

in l-,er blood" 

You were born in 3E 375, during the reign of the twenty-first Emperor of 
Tamriel, Uriel Septim VII. The civilization that Tiber Septim forced onto the 
subjects of his Empire has near.br fallen: as The Elder Scrolls predicted, the 
bloody wheel has nearly turned all the way back to anarchy. Some call it the 
whim of Jephre the Storyteller who crafts fate for his divine amusement. 
Others say that the unworthy heirs of Tiber allowed their vassal kings too 
much liberty or lacked their ancestors' military genius. A few look to the 
character of the people of the Arena ofTamriel and remark that no one could 
create a lasting empire in such a place - Tiber must have had supernatural 
aid to accomplish what he did. Such theorizing is best left to the Scrollkeepers 
of tbe Imperial City or the Psijics of the Isle of Artaeum. Tamriel is what it is. 

The current Emperor is no stranger to you. You have helped him in the 
past, and know he considers you a loyal subject, perhaps even a friend. Trust 
is a hard prize to win from Uriel Septim. He trusted his last Imperial 
Battlemage, the power-mad Jagar Tharn, and it nearly destroyed him. His 
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current Imperial Battllemage, Ocato of Firsthold, long of the Elder Council, 
has alone earned the position of the Emperor 's confidante and chief advisor. 

When the Emperor summoned you to his audience chamber, you were not 
surprised that he asked you to arrive after midnight. You were accustomed to seeu1g 
the Emperor at unusual hours. Sometimes it seemed that, to the Emper01~ you were 
an unusually crafted weapon to be drawn in secrecy, away from the inquisitive eyes 
of the official comt . A trusted guard escorted you down the gilded marble halls of the 
Imperial Palace to the Emperor's audience chamber. Along the way, you passed 
ancient tapestries and sculpt1ure acquired by Tiber Septim or one of his equally 
avaricious descendants. 
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Uriel Septim greeted you formally, i.n utter 
darkness, as Ocato lit a single candle, emanating 

the barest illumi.nation. This was to be an unusu
ally surreptitious meeting, even for the cautious 

Uriel Septirn. 

"Please excuse the gloom,'' he began, with a 
solemnity that you had never heard before from him, 

"but none may know of our meeting. The nature of 
my trouble is darker still. Its subject is King 
Lysandus ofDaggerfall, a mari who died over a 
year ago, honorably, on the field of battle. '' 

You started to respond, but were silenced. 
It was peculiar of the Emperor not to allow 

you any questions or comments. He almost 
seemed to be afraid of too much inquiry into this 
particular affair. 

Without pause, the Emperor continued. 
"He was as great and as loyal a subject, ally, and 
friend to me as you are. I did gr ieve for him ... but 
I now hear his spirit will not rest. It haunts his 
former kll1gdom c1ying for revenge. I do not 
know why such a good and loyal man would be 
so cursed, but perhaps you could find the rea
son. You could close the marble jaws of Obliv
ion and put his soul to peace. J ask this of you 
as your Emperor, and also as your friend ." 

"I have one other lesser request. Several 
years ago, I sent a letter to Lysandus' Queen 

.Mynisera. She now informs me that she never 
received it. The message was of a ... sentimental 
and personal nahtre. If you would find the letter, 

and destroy it, I would be most relieved." 



The letter is more important than that, you remember instinctively thinking. But 
again, you were not given leave to ask any questions. The Emperor 's dismissal was 
friendly, but absolute: "Now, my champion, rest well tonight, for tomorrow you sail 
for the kingdom of Daggerfall." 

You packed lightly, for you understood the nature of the voyage ahead. The 
Emperor meant to send you on a small, anonymous sailing craft down the Yrinthi 
River to the Bjoulsae River, and from there across Iliac Bay to Daggerfrul. All three 
bodies of water, the Y rinthi, the Bjoulsae, and Iliac Bay, were notoriously infested 
·with pirates, and any ostentatiously-decorated craft would need to be conspicuousb• 
well-defended. 

Your voyage was uneventful, which made the vveeks of travel to the Iliac Bay seem 
even longer. You still had a thousand questions about the meaning of your mission: 
how were you to exorcise the spirit of King Lysandus, what was the significance 
of the Emperor's letter, and where that letter might be. Recognizing the futility of 
pondering these unanswerable thoughts, you concentrated instead on recalling all 
you knew ofDaggerfall and the Iliac Bay area. 

You knew of the war that had claimed Lysandus. Called the War of Betony, it was 
an internecine struggle between the Kingdom of Daggerfall and the Kingdom of 
Sentinel. The battle was over a small, but politically significant, island at the western 
edge of the Bay, near the Abecean Sea. At the final battle of the war, the bloody Battle 
of Cryngaine Field, both kings were killed. In Sentinel. the king's widow, Akorithi, 
took the throne, regent until her children reached their majority. In Daggerfall, 
Lysandus was succeeded by his son, Goth1yd. But Daggerfall won the war and 
possession of the island of Betony. 

Gothryd's first act as king was to make official peace with Sentinel, and to mar1y 
Princess Aubk-i of Sentinel as a bond. You do not know whether this union has 
proven wise. 

The third major power in the Iliac Bay, besides Daggerfall a.nd Sentinel, is the 
Kingdom ofWayrest, ruled by elderly King Eadwyre and his wife. She was the 
legendary former Queen of Mourn hold, Barenziah. Both have children of nearly the 
same age from previous marriages, and though you do not know the particulars, you 
recall bearing rumors that there exists a dispute over the succession. It would cer
tainly be worth your while to take a trip to Wayrest. It is said to be a kingdom of 
great treasures, where the merchant classes have made their land rich by trade. 

Yow· ship sailed past the ancient stone walls ofWayrest, and the Bjoulsae widened 
into the brilliant expanse of the Iliac Bay. Your eyes lifted from the water to the sky. 
To the west: utter darkness -clouds boiling with fierce intensity obliterated the sun. 
You did not know how soon the storm would arrive, and you considered sai ling 
back to the protected harbor ofWayrest. But, Wayrest's docks were not cheap; the 
merchants could charge whatever they wished to travelers Oeei.ng from pirates 01· 

traders. 
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Anticlere was not far up the coast, and there were bound to be other small fishing 
villages where you could dock. It was hard to measure the distance to the storm -
perhaps it was out in the Abecean Sea and would dissipate before it crossed the Bay. 

Unfortunately, the rain began a few .miles west of the Isle of Balfiera. Soon it was 
so dark you could hardly see your boat. But you could feel it, grinding and cracking 
every time a wave struck its side. The water had darkened to a blackish violet. Your 
imagination was suddenly tllled with fables of the monstrous creatures that lurked 
beneath iliac Bay: weird tentacled beings, women with the bodies of eels, 
fl esh-eating fish ... . 

You pushed such fantasies away, and concentrated on the present danger. The 
ra in came out of the darkness like an endless barrage of spears. The sound of it 
merged with the crashing of the waves, the splintering of your boat, and the high
pitched howl of the wind. You were becoming deaf as well as blind. You numbly 
steered the ship in the direction that you hoped was north. 

Your last thoughts were directed on an ink black shape, rising ahead of you in the 
deep gray sky - was it the side of a cliff or a darker fury of the storm? A blast of 
water rushed over the side of the ship, carrying you over. As you plunged into the 
dark and foaming bay, you sawyou.r ship dive beneath the surface as if in imitation, 
and something struck your head. 

You came very near to death, but by sheer willpower you won the struggle against 
the vortex beneath the sea. The storm had intensified to an unnatw·al tempest, like a 
living thing at the command of a maleficent master. With desperate, 1:1ailing hands, 
you gripped an outcropping of rock and slowly, painfully, pulled yourself toward the 
cliff's edge. The waves crashed against the stone wall, cracking the very surface of 
the precipice. Stones jarred loose from the cliff and became deadly projectiles. As the 
entire cliff face began to slough into the sea, carrying you with it, you saw the small 
cavern opening. You fell into the shelter. 

Your eyes were adjusting to the cave's gloom when you heard the blast behind you. 
For a second you panicked. You were buried alive! Then you saw the tunnel-your 
only way out. 
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"Lord! we kno·w wha..: we a.re, 

bu.: know nor wha.r we ma.y be." 

- h<».,.,Ler 

Starting OptiotU 
When Da,qgetfaLl is first loaded, there are three options: 

Load Saved Game 

If you already have a character in the world of Daggetfa/1, amd you want to continue 
his or her adventures, select this option. It leads to the saved game menu to choose 
which st01y you wish to resume. 

Start New Game 
Select this option the first time you play Dagger/all, or any 1:1ther time that you want 

to create a new character and begin a new game. 

Exit 
Select this to leave the program and end your adventuring for now. 

Character Generation 
A role-playing game is all about assuming another persona .. The first part of the 

game, therefore, is dedicated to creating this person who will be your alter ego in the 
world of Daggerfall. Some people like to spend hours considering options and fid
dling with statistics, while others want to jump into the game as quickly as possible 
and develop their character as they play. Thus, there are short-cuts and long-cuts in 
Character Generation, depending on your taste and mood. 
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Selec"l:in~ A homeland 
If you picked the option Start New Game, you will be flrst asked to choose your 

character's homeland. There are nine provinces ofTamriel, and eight of them are 
home to unique races. \Vhen you pick y our character's homeland, you are really 
choosing the race of your cha.racte1: 

Click on the province you wish to be your homeland. The Imperial Province, hav
ing no indigenous race, cannot be chosen. The details on the provinces and their 
native people follow: 

Pr-ovince lnclic;enous 

gace 
/Zace "Descr-ipcion 

SkJl;m Nords The citizens of Skyrim are a tall and fair-
hai red people. Strong, willful, and hardy, 
N ords are famous for their resistance to 
cold, evenlnagical fi·ost, and are known for 
their prowess as waniors. 

Elsweyr Khajiit Descended from the great cats of the desert, 
the Khajii t a re an agile, inte lligent, and 
hardy people. Some chose to decorate their 
faces in the style of thei r feline ancestors, 
and most all, given the inclina tion, make 
excellent thieves due to their climbing 
abilities. 
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Hammerfell Redguards Tbe most naturally talented warriors in ~ 

Tam riel, the dark Redguards ot HammerfeU 
seem to bave been created tor battle. [n 
addition LO their affinity for weaponry, Red-
guards are blessed with hardy constitutions 
and quickness of foot. 

High Rock Bretons Highly intelligent and willful, rhe I3retons ~ 
have a natural bond with the forces of mag-
icka . .1.\ lany great sorcerers have come out of 
High Rock, and even the humblest Breton 
can boast a high resistance to the destructive 

~ 
powers of magicka. I 

Black Marsh Argonians The strange reptilian people of Black Marsh I seem equally comfortable in the water -
~ surely no other race of Tam riel can swim 

faster or for longer than Argonians. An 
intelligent, quick-footed, and agile people, 

If! Argonians often rrain in magery and 

~ thievery. 
ill 

Val en wood Wood Elves The finest archers in Tanu·iel. the Wood " 
Elves ol'Valenwood are nimble and as quick 
as the wind. Because of their cw·ious 
natures and natural agility, Wood Eh•es 
often become thieves. 

~ Sumurset Isle High Elves The tall, golden-skinned High Elves are easily ~ ~ 
equal to Bretons in sorcerous ability due to ~ 
their high intelligence, force of will. and fll 
agility. They are more susceptible to spells 
than the people of High Rock, but by their 
nature are completely immune to paralyzation. 

~ Mo1·rowi.nd Dark Elves The dusky, fire-eyed Dark Elves of ~ 

I Morrowind are a strong, intelligent, and ~ 
quick-Footed people. They are legendary ~ 
sorcerers and wart;ors, with a prowess with 

~ 

sword and bow rivaling that of the Red- " 
!,ruards and Wood Eh·es. 

.. ~...111 c!r:!it!lgfJ ·-- , ilJfllilJl:tl.i'!iiEJ::::r:;. ·- = 
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After choosing a homeland, you will be asked to pick a geode~ and then your 
character's "class." Your character's class is the equivalent of occupation and philos
ophy. It is the framework for your skills and strengths as well as what you consider 
important and wo1thwhile. There are eighteen classes from which to choose, and if 
you want to personalize the character even more, you can create a custom class. 

A character's class should be selected \vith great care. If you are not sure what 
class best suits you, take advantage of the next character generation option. 

Choose from a list of possible classes to play 
This first option yields a list of all the eighteen character classes. Double-click on 

one of them to pick it as your own. 

The last entry on the scroll is the 
Custom option, if you decide you want to 
personalize your own unique character 
class. For details on creating a 
custom character class, see the sec-
tion "Custom Class Generation" after the 
Character Generation section. 

Generate your character's 
class by answering ten 
questions 

This second option starts a set of ten questions 
that will determine the character class you a re 
best suited to play. You can, of course, 
choose 10 answer the questions in the per-
sona of your champion, instead of you, the 
player. Use the result only as a guideline. You 
do not have to select this class as rhe one you 
wish to play. 
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Thieves: 
Crime most certainly pays. Ask any thief. The thief is the most versatile criminal class, 
capable of any skuldugge1y and sham. For thieAy skills, a high agility is essential, and 
intelligence and speed are also very important. A freelance thief may fmd the tide of 
the law overwhelming, but a member of the Thieves Guild will have evened the odds. 
Of course, working against the odds is often the very spice the thief desires. 

Pl'linary Slcilf.,: Pick pocketing, Stealth, Short Blade 

!11ajorSkil/,•: Backstabbing, Climbing, Lockpicking 

Burglars: 
A good burglar can strip a palace to its foundations without waking a soul. Let the 
vulgar delinquents mug and kill for their gold - the burglar is agile, silent, and curi
ous as a cat. Sometimes it is the challenge of a supposedly insunnountable lock or a 
tireless guard that sets their blood to burn. More often, it is simple greed . High 
agility, sharp intelligence, and speed mark the successful burglar. 

Primary Sl.:illc~: Lockpicking, Stealth, Climbing 

!11ajor Skill.;: Mercantile, Dodging, Short Blade 

Assassins: 

This is the business-like attitude of tbe assassin: we are the merchants whose com
modity is death. Cold-blooded and efficient, the assassin is trained to find weakness 
and to commit murder for a profit. The Dark Brotherhood is largely composed of 
assassins, and casts a hostile eye on freelancers in the field. Still, a strong, agile, and 
quickfooted solo assassin can have a long, bloody, and lucrative career. 

Primary Skill,•: Critical Strtk.ing, Backs tabbing, Stealth 

!J1a;i1r Skill.;: Short Blade, Long Blade, Blunt Weapon 

Rogues 
Equal parts thief and warrior, rogues do not avoid combat like most of the other 
thieAy classes. After all, it is often efficacious to beat a few heads lo get to the gold. To 
this end, rogues are trained in a variety of weapons in addition to their thiefly skills. A 
strong arm is as important as nimble fingers to a rogue, and speedy feet may be most 
important of all. No one gets in and out of as much trouble as a rogue. 

Primary SkiLlJ: Long Blade, Stealth, Dodging 

if!fajor Skifi.J: Pick pocketing, Backs tabbing, Streehvise 
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Acrobats 
An experienced acrobat is as difficult to hit or hold as a drop of quicksilver. Dexter
ous to a superhuman degree, acrobats are remarkable leapers, climbers, dodgers, 
runners, and tumblers. Not surprisingly, agility and speed are the most important 
attributes for acrobats. . 

Primary Skill•: Jumping, Dodging, Running 

t1!ajor Sl.:ill•: Climbing, Hand-to-Hand, Stealth 

Bards 
The common bard seen entertaining in taverns is a wandering storyteller, a singer, a 
dancer, an all-around performer. Some who have mastered these diverse skills have 
taken to enterprises other than amusement. The bard may be considered a "jack of 
all trades," for, in addition to the traditional thielly skills, bards are trained in social 
and magical skills. Agility and intelligence are essential for all bards. 

Primary Skill•: Streetwise, Etiquette, Pickpocketiog 

i11ajorSkiL!.J:Stealth, Sho1t Blade, Hand-to-Hand 

Warriors 
In a sense, the warrior is the standard against which 
all classes are judged in terms of strength and ve•·satil
ity. As the name suggests, a warrior's milieu is physi
cal combat. They are the ultimate fighters- capable 
of using any weapon, any armor, and any shield. 
Strength and endurance are the most essential 
attributes for warriors, though agility is also an 
important factor in combat. 

Primary Skiii.J: A..'<e, Long Blade, Blunt Weapon 

il1ajorSkL1f.,: Hand-to-Hand, Archery, Short Blade 

Knights 
Knights are the warriors elite, but their sphere is not 
warfare alone. They are men and women of honor 
and breeding, the force of chivalry in a savage land. 
Like warriors, knights have high strength and 
endurance, but they rely on their high personalities 
in social situations. 

PrtinmySkill.J: Long Blade, Etiquette, Blunt Weapon 
,]fajorSialiJ: Axe, Archery, Short Blade 
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Rangers 

Even as civilization slowly wins its battle with the wilderness, the woodland war
r iors ofTamriel, the rangers, are unchallenged in their environment. Rangers are 
hardly savages. They are supremely adaptive fighting men and women, sometimes 
guardians of the forest, sometimes protectors of travelers. Wbatever the individual 
goal, it behooves a ranger to have great strength and endurance. 

Primary Ski!!J: Long Blade, Axe, Climbing 

J}fajor Ski!/.;: Swimming, Archery, Critical Striking 

Archers 

Archers are specialist warriors whose weapon of choice is the bow. Warriors who 
prefer close melee have called the archer's long-distance attack dishonorable, but to 
the archei~ efficiency is most important. They cannot waste their arrow shots as 
conventional warriors can waste their strikes. High strength gives arrows more 
power, but high agility is even more important for the archer. 

Primmy Sl.:.tll.l: Archery, Hand-to-Hand, Dodging 

/JiajorSki/1,1: Axe., Blunt ·weapon, Critical Striking 

Monks 

Monks owe their martial artistry to their superhuman mental discipline. T heir bod
ies and the weapons they wield are one, and such confining annoyances as shields 
and armor merely get in the way Many monks even d 1oose to reject conventional 
weapons, relying on their hands and feet alone to devastating efiect. Strength, 
endurance, and willpower are important attributes for monks. 
PrimmyS!cd!J: Hand-to-Hand, Critical Striking, Dodging 
MajorSki!!J: Swimming, Medical, Blunt Weapon 

Barbarians 
The true savage warriors of Tarnriel, barbarians hail from the wastelands, where 
only the strongest and hardiest survive. What they may be lacking in social finesse, 
barbarians more than counterbalance "vith their battle prowess. Barbarians have 
very high strength and endurance. and the highest starting health bonus of any 
standard character class. 

PriJiwy Skill': Blunt Weapon, Long B.lade, Axe 

Major Skil!J: Jumping, Running, S"vimmi.ng 

Mages 
Tbaumaturgists, mystics, enchanters, conjurers - a.ll great specialist spell casters 
are, at their core, mages. Mages spend years studying the six schools of magicka, 
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combining and juxtaposing them to create effects beyond the ken. intelligence is 
important for mages, as their spells are powered by rnagicka "pools'' based on intelli
gence. A high w-illpower is necessary for spells to be successfully cast. 

PrtiiUuy SkiU.t: Mysticism, Alteration, Thaumaturgy 

,1fajor Ski//,•: Illusion, Destruction, .Restoration 

Sorcerers 
Sorcerers are much like mages, but with important differences. They do not regener
ate magicka naturally within their bodies, but absorb it from the spells of others. 
Their total magicka "pool'"is much greater than the mages - indeed. they have the 
greatest magical potential of any of the standard character classes. Like their brother 
mages, sorcerers must have high intelligence and high "rillpo,ver. 

Prtinmy Skill•: Mysticism, Alteration, Thaumaturgy 

,J[a;iJrSktll.•: Destruction, Restoration, Illusion 

Healers 
A sub-set of mages, healers are specialists in the School of Restoration. Their powers 
tend to be very strong for defense. but weaker in offense. High intelligence and 
willpower are essential for healers, as they are for all spell casters: 

Pninmy Skill•: .Restoration, Medical, Dodging 

tlla;i'r Sl-t'l!J: Thaumarurgy. Mysticism, Alteration 

Bati:lemages 
The antithesis of the healer is the battlemage, whose 
credo comes from the School of Destruction. OfFensive 
spells come naturalbr to battlemages, as defensive 
spells come ro healers. Intelligence and 
willpower are important attributes for 
battle mages. 

Primary Skt1f.t: Destruction, Long 
Blade, Axe 

,1fn;iw Skill.•: Thaumaturgy, Hand-to-Hand. 
Alteration 

Spellswords 

Spell swords are the warrior-mages of Tam riel, a 
powerful class able to draw on both the inex
plicable forces of magicka and the less exotic, 
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more dependable weapo111y. There are few men and women more versatile than 
spellswords. The class demands not only high intelligence and willpowe1~ but high 
sh·ength and endurance. 

Pruucuy Skill.t: Axe, Long Sword, Blunt Weapon 

tlfajor SkLII.•: Destruction, Illusion, Alteration 

Nightblades 
Possibly the most feared class of all is the nightblade. They possess many of the skills 
and philosophy of the thiefly classes, combined with the powers of the mage. Their 
natural agility and stealth, and their mastery of the School of Illusion. means night
blades are seldom seen, though their hand is certainly felt. Eflective nightblades 
have high agility as well as high intelligence and willpower. 

Primary Skt11.•: Illusion, Stealth, Dodging 

tl!a;~r Skd!.t: Thaumaturgy, Short Blade, Lockpicking 

After choosing a class to play, you have the option of taking charge of your charac
ter's biography or letting us create a story (or you. Again, this is a question of personal 
preference. You may to choose the extra involvement or get to the game quickly. 

Fast Start 
Select this if you want to skip past the twelve biographical questions about your 

character's idiosyncrasies-prejudices. talents, special equipment, enemies, friends, 
and other details that make a character unique. The program will randomly pick 
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answers to the twelve questions. You will still have a background sroty, but you will 
not have to pick aU of the details yourself. 

Choose Your Character's Career Path 

Select this option if you want control over your character's background story. You 
will answer a series of multiple-choice questions, and each will influence one or 
more of the follo,ving: starting skill levels, attributes, inventory, reputation, afftlia
tions, special abilities, and weaknesses. You might eve:n create background friends 
and enemies who may have cameo appearances in the game. 

The next screen enables you to name your character·. Any name will do, provided 
that it is no longer than thirty-one characters. Simply click on the top panel labeled 
,;Name" and type your character's name. Then click the red OK button in the bot
tom right-hand corner when you are finished. 

The next screen allows you to pick your character's face from choices determined 
by your chosen race and gender. Cycle through the possibilities using the PREVI
OUS and NEXT buttons, and when you have picked a suitable face, click on the 
red OK button in the bottom right-hand corner. 
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The next screen shows your final attribute scores based on your class, race, and 
background. All attributes range from I to I 00, with 50 being the average score for 
a character. There is a box to the right of your attributes with a random number of 
bonus points. These can be used to add a fe>v points to selected attributes. Click on 
the attribute you want to raise to bring the bonus box to that attribute, and d ick on 
the top arrow of the bonus box to transfer bonus points to that attribute. If you 
decide that you have added too many, use the bottom arrow to remove attribute 
points, converting them back to bonus points. All your bonus points must be spent 
before clicking OK and g;oing to the next and final screen. 

Arn~ibuce 'Dcsc1-1pcl<:m modifcr-

Strengt.h Strength affects how much Damage: MoJitler to the amount 
(STR) damage you can cause in hand-to- of damage you can inflict with 

hand and weapon combat, and is your hands or a weapon. The 
a factow in strength-related skills. higher the number, the more 

damage is added to a strike. 

Intelligence lntellig;ence directly affects Spell Points: The amount of 
(INT) how much magicka you store for magicka you have with which 

casting; spells. and is a factor in to cast spells. Most classes have 
intelligence-related ski lls such as 1/2 their Intelligence in spell 
negotiations and lockpicking. points-some classes have 

magicka pools as high as three 
times their intelligence. 

Willpower Willpower directly afl'ects Magic Defense: The penalty or 
(WIL) your ability to successfully cast bonus you have to resist an 

and resist the effects of other opposing spellcaster's spells. 
spells. 

Agility Agility directly affects chances To Hit/Defend: The bonus or 
(AGl) of hi tting an enemy with a weapon penalty to the odds of successfully 

or spell, and of avoiding an enemy's striking an opponent or dodging 
weapon or spell. his attack. 

Speed Speed .affects your movement None 
(SPD) rate and all speed related skills. 
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Arr,.,;bure "Desc1·ipcion modifict• 

Endurance Endurance directly affects Health: This number is added to 
(El\1])) your number of health points and your health points whenever you 

healing rate, and is a factor in rise in level. 
resisting poisons, spells, and Heal .Mod: Modifier to health 
fatigue. recovered for every hour of rest. 

Pe(sonality Personality directly affects None 
(PER) other people's reactions to you, 

your odds of impressing them in 
conversation, and is a factor in 
personality-related skills. 

Luck(LUC) Luck has a small effect on most None 
any action you perform, from 
aiming an arrow to grilling a 
Thieves' Guild stooge. 

Reroll 
If you are not satisfied \vith the attribute points as distributed, click the Reroll but· 

ton and your attributes and bonus poims wiU be recalculated. You can reroll as many 
times as you like. 

Save Roll 
lf you are reasonably satisfied with your attribute points as distrib

uted, but want to try your luck at a reroll. you may want to dick 
Save Roll first. The cw-rent distribution of points will 
be saved, and then later loaded back if you never 
get that dream roll. If you b.ave 
a roll saved, and you click Save 
Roll, the new roll will be saved iJJ 

place of the old roll, so be careful. 

Load Roll 
If you have a distribution of attribute 

points saved from an earlier roll, click on 
Load Roll to bring them back up 
agam. 
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Skill bescriprions 
After finalizing your major attributes, you are asked to do the same for your pri

mary, major, and minor skills. Each skill has a governing attribute which acts as the 
skill's upper limit and is factored into some equations when the skill is used. The 
following is a complete description of all the skills in DaggeJfall: 

St;U Ciove1~ninc; 
Al:cr-Ibu~e 

'Descripei.on 

Alteration WIL The School of Alteration is one of the six 
(School of avenues of magical study. This School 
Magic) concerns itself with magicka 's ability to 

change, o&eo radically, the structure and 
composition of any object. Unlike the School 
of Illusion, Alteration deals with actual 
change. not the appearance of it. Slowfalling 
and Shield are two classic spells of the School 
of Alteration. Buying, creating. and casting 
spells of alteration are less expensive for 
mages skilled in this patlJ. 

Archety AGI Characters skilled in Arche1y are lethally 
accurate with bows and arrows. Your 
Arche1y skill is automatically checked when-
ever you use a long bow or a short bow. 

A..xe STR Characters \v;th great Ax.e skill are best at 
st1;ki ng targets and do.ing damage with all 
hatchet-style, chopping weapons such as 
batt le axes and war axes. 
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SkiLL GoveM1in'J 'Descr-ipt:ion 
Arrr-ibuce 

Backstabbing AGI An ungentlemanly but useful skill, Backstab-
bing is automatical~' checked whenever you 
strike a target from behind. A successfu I 
backstab delivers three rimes the normal dam-
age to a target. Getting behind a target aware 
of your presence is quite a different challenge. 

Blunt STR Your Blunt Weapon skill is checked 
Weapon whenever you attack a target with any heavy, 

clubbing weapon such as a mace or a staft~ The 
better you are, the more likely you are to hit 
and the more damage you are likely to inflict. 

" 

Clim.bing STR Your Climbing skill is automatically and con-
tinually checked whenever you attempt to 
scale any smface.lf you slip, your Climbing 

~ 

skill is again checked as you attempt to regain ill 
a handhold. Cat burglars and dungeon delvers 
should invest time into developing this skill. ill 

Critical AGI A character who is skilled in Critical 
Striking Striking knows how to inflict the greatest 

amount of damage to any target. This does 
not translate as greater accuracy; but if a sue- @ 

cessful hit is scored, a veritable explosion of 
damage will result. Assassins and other busi-
ness-like predators favor this skill . 

Destruction WIL The School of Destruction is one of the 
(School of SL"- avenues of magical study. This School i.s 

I Magic) concerned with t·he purely destructive capabili-
ties oJ magicka. e•idenr in spells like Fireball 
and Acidic Field. Buying, creating, and casting . 

a spell devised to harm or destroy a target is I less expensive for mages skilled in this path. 
~ 

Dodging SPD Before something strikes you, whether it be ~ 
!!:; 
[ii 

a spell. an arrow, or the business end o~ a "" claymore, yom Dodging skill is automati- ~ 

~ 

cally checked to see if the blow strikes home. 
Shield spells and good armor are excellent 
defenses, bm the first and besr defense is 
avoidance. And dodging is just that. 
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Sl<iLL (jo) 'er-nin9 'Desc r-ipelon 

AccHbuc-e 

Etiquette PER Characters skilled in etiquette are charming, 
mannerly, wi tty, ancl deferential- the dar-
lings ofhigh society. Nobles and merchants 
are won over by this behavior and are more 
likely to champion you as "one of our own." 
Selecting the POLITE tone while in 
dialogue automatically uses this skill. 

Hand- AGI Characters with grea t Hand-to-Hand skill are 
to-Hand martial artists, capable of punching and kick-

iog targets with great accuracy and damage. 

Illusion WIL The School of illusion is one of the six avenues 
(School of magi.cal study. This School works with 
of lVlagic) magicka in its capacity to camouAage, illumi-

nate, or obscure without changing an object's 
structure. Invisibility and Light are 1:\iVo of the 
School's most basic spells. Buying, crea.riug, 
and casting a spell of illumination are less 
eJ>,'Pensive for mages skilled in this path. 

Jumping STR The more a character is skilled at Jumping, 
the further and higher he or she can leap. This 
skill is checked automatically whenever you 
hit the J ump key or strike the right-mouse-
button while the lefH11ouse-button is 
depressed. 

Languages INT Some monsters can be pacified without resort-
ing to spells and swords. Howevet; the charac-
ter must be able to speak the creature's \an-
guage. The following languages are available as 
skills: Centaurian, Daedric, Dragon. Giantish, 
Harpy, Impish, Nymph, Orcish, Sprigga11 

L>ckpicking AGI Your Lockpicki.ng sk ill is checked whenever 
you attempt to pick the lock on a door or a 
chest. 

L>ngBlade STR Characters ,vith great Long Blade skill are 
best at striking targets and inflicting damage 
'vith all long-bladed, slashing weapons such 
as claymores, longswords, a11d katanas. 
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SkiLL Gow:rnin'J "DescripLlon 
Aa:-rlbuu 

Medical INT Characters with good medical skills are able 
to diagnose and rreat wounds and diseases 
quickly and effectively. The skill is automati-
cally exercised when you rest, operating on 
the assumption that before you sleep, you 
treat your injuries. This results in a higher 
healing rate while sleeping. 

Mercantile PER Whenever you attempt to haggle with mer-
chants over prices or discern the market 
value of any item, your Mercantile skill auto-
marically comes into play. 

Mysticism WIL The School of Mysticism is one of the 
(School six avenues of magical study. This School 
of Magic) experiments with the most arcane aspects of 

magicka and expanding these "accidents" 
into a useful if eclectic range of spells. 
Because the forces being manipulated by 
Mysticism are dangerous and unknown, the 
spell effects are purposefully specific. They 
include Far Silence and Soul Trap among 
many others. Buying, creating, and casting 
spells of mysticism are less expensive for 
mages skilled in this experimental path. 

Pickpocketing AGJ Your Pickpocketing skill is automatically 
checked whenever you attempt to sneak 
an item off another person or engage in a 
little shoplifting. Not surptisingly, those 
with a higher Pickpocketing skill get caught 
less often. 

Restoration WIL The School of Restoration is one of the six 
(School avenues of magical study. This School is 
ofM.agic) devoted to the salubrious and soothing pow-

ers of magicka, evident in spells like Cure 
Poison and Troll's Blood. Buying, creating, 
and casting a spell devised to heal a target are 
less expensive for mages skilled in this path. 

Running SPD You can move faster by holding down the 
run key while moving. How much faster you 
move depends upon your Running skill. 
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SkilL 

Short Blade 

Stealth 

Streetwise 

Swi.mmi.ng 

Thaumaturgy 
(School 
of Magic) 

Cjo'l--ernin9 
An:Hbuce 

STR 

AGl 

PER 

END 

WIL 

Descript:ion 

Characte1·s with great Shon Blade skill are 
best at striking targets and doing damage 
with all short-bladed, stabbing weapons 
such as daggers. ta ntos, and short swords. 

'When you approach any other creature at 
half speed or less, your Stealth skill is auto· 
matically checked to see iJ they notice you. 
Other factors come into play, including the 
bulkiness of your clothing, the light, and the 
creature's perception. If you are sufficiently 
stealthy, they won 't notice you. 

Characters considered Streetwise know all 
the slang, attitude, and tone needed to be 
respected by the fringes of society. Under
world figures and peasants tend to respond 
berter to people who adopt their style. 
Selecting the BLUNT tone while india
logue automatically uses this skill. 

A better Swi.mmutg skill gives you more 
speed and endurance in the water. It also 
enables you to hold your breath longer. 
Argonians have a natural advantage in t.h.is, 
but they can improve their abilities with 
this skill. 

The School of Thaumaturgy is one of 
the six avenues of magical smdy. 
This School concentrates on 
exposing or manipulating 
known forces and objects 
within their natural laws. 
It is evident in spells like 
Levitation and Detection. 
No Thaumaturgical spell can 
permanently change the 
appearance or structure of a 
force or object. Buying, 
creating, and cascing spells 
of alteration are less expen
sive for mages 
skilled in this path. 
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Primary skills are the most important skills - they are the ones you probably use 
the most often, the ones in which you excel, and the ones you can improve most eas
ily. Second in importance are your .Major skills, followed by your Minor skills. Fol
lowing your 1\llinor skills are all the other skills, the ones not considered important to 
your character class. They are referred to as lVliscellaneous skills. 

lfyou wish, in the course of the game, you can even improve your Miscellaneous 
skills and become quite an expert given time. However, they will never be as easy to 
improve as your Primary, Ivlajor, and even your 1\llinor skills. 

As in the previous menu, click on the skill you wish to enhance with bonus points. 
Use the left and right arrows on the bonus box to distribute all your bonus points. 
Then click on the red OK button in the bottom right-hand comer when 
satisfied with the distribution. 

The final screen in character generation is your last chance to make any changes 
to your character. Look over your attribute scores and skill points carefully. If you 
feel that you must change something more than a few points in this skill or that 
attribute, pick the Restart button to begin character 
generation again. 

Otherwise, pick the red OK button in the bottom left-hand corner and journey on 
to Dagge1fall. 
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Character Generation Option: 
Cusi:'O)n Class Cjene.,..-a..ri.on 

If you want to make a character who is truly your own creation, consider the Cus
tom Class Generator. This is available by choosing "Custom," the last "class" choice 
listed. 

Name 

Evety class must have a name. Remember that this is your name for your class, 
not for your character, and it cannot be longer than thirty-one characters. 

For R·mmple: 
I want to play a ·'PY in Dagge1j;dt, Jo I cliclc on the fuze marked "Cla.tJ Name" anJ type tiz 
the worJ ':,py." 

STR, INT, WIL, AGI, SPD, END, PER, LUC 
Every class has strengths and weaknesses. Adjust the minimum attributes for your 

custom class by adding points to more important attributes and subtracting them 
from the less essential attributes. 

You cannot add more points than you subtract. Remember these are the minimum 
requirements for a member of your custom class, not for your character itself. So 
though they will influence the attributes of your character, they will not equal your 
character's attributes. 

For e:wunple: 
Spi.e<J neeJ higher tha 11 al>erage perJonality JcoreJ to charm and befuJJ!e, JO I click 012 

my PER ucore and cUJ{J 15 pointJ to it, nwking the mininwm pmonalityfor a ·'PY 65. 
SpieJ a!.Jo need a Little higher wti!porver to dlanr) ttp to torture, uo 1 add 5 poinl:.f to WIL. 
Now I need to ,1u6tmct 20 pointJ from my other attribute.J. 

Spie<J rely on wi.U rather than on Jtrong arm ta.ctu·J, t.~o I Jubtract 7 potiztJ from tmJ STR 
totaL Becalt.Je I am 1wt plan fling onbetilg a Jpellca,tfelj I feel c.onfUJent in lowering my 
claJ,I J 6a,1e intelLigence Jcore. So I Jubtracl1 0 poinlJ f rom INT. The other attri/mte<J
a,qility, dpeeJ, endurance, and lucie, all ,•eem alnwJt ad eJuentiaL to ,1pi.cJ aJ ptNonaLity anJ 
wiUpower. Reluctantly, I ,JU6tract 3 pouzt.t.from LUG, anJ JeeiJe w work againJt fate. 

Primary, Major, and Minor Skills 
Click on an empty square to bring up the list of all possible skills available in 

Dagget:fa/1. Scroll down the list and double-click on the skill that you wish to add to 
that square. No square should be left empty. 

Take your time choosing a skill. A class is defined by its skills more than by any-
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thing else, so choose wisely. If you are unsure of the definition of a skill, right-click 
on it to get a text description. If you are still not certain, look it up in the Skills sec
tion of this manual. 

Remember, the skills you do not pick are still going to be available for your charac
ter as Miscellaneous skills, they are just going to be more difficult to improve than 
your other skills. 

Foretcample: 
I jir.1f choo.le the Primary c~kill,for my JPY claN. BACKSTABBING, STEALTH, and 
CLliJJBING aU anne tominJ 11.1 appropriate. ETIQUETTE, STREETWISE, and 
DODGING are al11wdf a.J important, <10 I cboOJe them ti.! Jr!tyor Jki!u. Finally I pick 
CRITICAL-STRIKING, LOCKPICKING, PICKPOCKETING, SHORTBLADE, 
LONG BLADE, and ARCHERY aJ tl.1e i11inor ,,kiLl!. Some of the other Jkifl, a&o look 
helpjit~ bat I know I'll need the.1e twelve. 

Maximum Health Points Per Level 
Add or subtract from the default value of 8 to increase or decrease youx character's 

health increase per level. Note that increasing tlus number will increase the difficulty 
for your character class to advance to the next level. The dagger on the chart Skill 
Advancement for Class shows the relative difficulty of this advancement. 

For reference, warriors are the norm, represented by the dagger at the middle posi
tion on the chart. Mages generally advance more slowly, so their'dagger would 
appear higher. Tlueves advance more quickly, so their dagger would be lower. 

Important note: A maximum health point per level score of 12 means that when
ever your character increases a level. he or she wi ll eam between 1 and 12 health 
points. It does not mean that the character class will automatically receive the maxi
mum 12 health points at a level increase. 

For o.-.ample: 

Help 

Spit.1 try to ar10W combai, Join tbe inte.re.;t of letting tbem advance fa.~teJj I decwe to 
deaea.le tbe ma,'timum. healtf., pointJ per level to 6mtber than 8. 

Select this if you want on-line help with the character generation system. You will 
be given a list of help topics: general, skills, class name, health points per level, spe
cial advantages, special disadvantages and edit reputations. 

Edit Special Advantages 

Select this to give your character class special abilities, those little perks like the 
barbarians' rapid regeneration and the sorcerers' ability to absorb magicka from 
spells cast at them. Adding any of these abilities increases the difficulty of raising to 
the next level in a character's class. Some increase the difficulty by more than others. 
The definitions of the special advantages follow: 
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~'i!!i1'B'm.:: ·- ''' ... "il.'i! 

Special. CLass 

Aclwtnl:a.'}e 'Dcfinirion ; li: 

iii! 
Resistance to Members of a character class possessing Resistance arc more II <Harmful Agent> capable of resisting the harmFul ellects of paralysis, raw mngicka. 

poison, fire, frost. shock, or disease. "' " "' . 
Immunity to lllembers of a character class possessing lmmunity are more 

fij 
<Harmful Agent> capable of resisting the harmful effects of paralysis, raw magicka, 

~ poison, fire, fi·ost, shock, or disease. ~ 
~ 

Spell Absorption Members of a character class possessing Spell Absorption are 
~ 

Gmrral given a chance equal to the average of their! NT+ WILl 2 of 
In Light automatically absorbing the magicka of a spell cast at them and 

~ ltr Darlurt.~.~ adding it ro their own magicka reserves. 

I If you choose to have Spell Absorption in light or darkness. your ~ 
~ power "'~II only work in those circumstances. Ge,wral Spell Absorp- ~ 
~ tion, on I he other hand. makes it much more difficult lor a class to ~ 

rise in level than ~ghtness or darkness powered Spell Absorption. ~ 

Rapid Healing t\lembcrs of a character class possessing Rapid Healing are 
Gmtral able to r·egain their lost beah h rapidly while sleeping. 
luLi'gbt If you choose to have Rapid Healing in light or darkness. your 

lil 

I!; 
luDarkllUJ power will only work while sleeping in those circumstances. Gen- ~ 

era! Rapid Healing, on the ol her hand, makes it much more diffi . 
~ 

~ 
cult for a class to rise in levelt·han lightness or darkness powered 
Rapid Healing. 

" 

Regenerate Health ll \embers of a character class possessing Health Regeneration 
Gmtrnl are able ro regain lost health levels O\'er time without pausing to rest. 

~ luLi'ght If you choose to have Regenerate Health in light or darkness or ~ !>! 
I£. JuDarkuu-1 while immersed in water, your power will only work io rhose cir- ~ I£. 

~ IIVbi'/~ lm11reNiiJ cumst<mces. General Health Regeneration, on the other haocl. ~ 
i'u Wat~r n1akes it much more ditl'icult fo,· a class to rise in level than light- ; 

ness. darkness, or water powered Regeneration. ~ 

I Bonus to Hit Members of a character class possessing a Bonus to Hit are 

~ 
UntJtatJ better at fighting certain types of enemies and find that their blows 
Datorn strike more often and innict more damage. 

~ liumnnoi'J,, 

Aui'mal.• 

Athleticism 1\ \embers of a character class possessing Athleticism find that 
tbeir stamina decreases much less than other classes while S\\~m-. ming. running, and doing other strenuous acti\;ties . 

~ 

·-· r:.r::.:- f~~'a.%1Lrr1ffi'l'lt. ~ 
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"' ~- -- -- iil.llrftl1!r;,Ji'l :!.'ll:·l'l!.'l!.'!lrn ·- "' --- "-"- l(lfi1cl!i!L- "' ., 
SpeciaL Gass 
Ad, •o.nt:cu;e 'Dcfi•?it:ion 

Increased Magery Members of a character class possessing Increased Magery 
]:r lnt.IL have greater magicka reserves than other classes. 

inSFXIJP& In comparison, most classes possess one-half their intell igence " 

2.t:lnu/L in spell points. Of course, iris also important to have skill in one " 

inSfXl/Pu or more schools of magic in order to cast spells. ~ 1. 75.-r: lntdligou:~ ~ in SptiiPt.. ~ 1.5.>: lnt~lligenct l!l 
in Spti/Pu ~ 

~ Intelligence ~ in Sp.I/PtJ llJ llJ 

Adrenaline Rush .Members of a character class possessing Adrenaline Rush tl! 
& 

have a burst of increased ability in a variety of combat-related & 
1!:; 

skills when they are near death from health point loss. ~ 

Expertise In: Members of a character class possessing Expertise in a 
Short Blaue particular weapon type inOict more damage and strike more 
LongBiaoe often with their chosen weaponry than other classes. 
Hnno-to-HQJtU 
A.w 
Blunt 
Archery 

Climate S11..-vival Members of a character class possessing Climate Survival 
Afountain abilities are experts in the terrain of their choosing. They are able 
DeJut to pass through such terrain easily, ";th little fear of getting lost, ll! 

Sen meeting the native monsters, or missing places of interest. ll! 

Forut 

I Acute Hearing This advantage enables your character to hear sound far away 
that other characters cannot hear. I 

~ 
~ 

71't!~S~i1.~ ~ - -- e; 'l!t!@fJ...f'I..EEilri!iL"U: .. .... i-ll ce.: 

For t.--campk: 

l in tempteJ 6y Athfetict:/ln anJ Experti.~e in Short Blade, but I JeciOI! in.•teaJ on Adrena
line RitJh. Near Jeath e:•:pericnc(.f are what .1pie.1 hm•e for 6rea/ifa.Jt. 

Edit Special Disadvantages 
Select this to give your character dass special disadvantages, like the thieves' 

armor resn·ictions and the sorcerers' inability to regenerate magicka. 
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Why would you want to give your beloved new character class any kind of disad
vantage? You may not want to, but. adding additional health levels and special abili
ties makes it more and more difficult for a character class to increase in level. If the. 
dagger is high on the Skill Advancement for Class, you may want to add a few dis
abilities to your character class so members can 1-i se in level easily. 

The following disadvantages are available: 

SpeciaL Class 

~r-~--·s_a_d_,u_'_'u_~ __ e-1-lJ--cfi_i_n_;r._.o_n ________________________________ ~.~ 
Inability 1\'\ost character classes, even rraditionalnoo-spellcasrers, regen- ~ 

I 

to Regenerate erate spent spell points, albeit slowly. Characters who cannot regen-
Spell Pts erate spell points are severely limited in the practical aspects of spell 
Gmual casting, but may replenish spent magicka with certain potions and 
In Ligbt spell absorption spells and abaities. 
lnDark.rze.M S ] I I bl f k . I!J orne c Jaracters may on y >c incapa e o magic a regeneration ~ 

Damage 
From Sunligbt 
Prom Holy Pkuu 

Phobia 
UniJeaiJ 
DaeiJra 

in light or darkness, and these disadvantages do less to improve ~ 
class advancement potential than the general inability to ,·cgcnerate. 

An unusual and restrictive disability, damage from sunlight or 
from holy places may severely limit a character's ability to have a 
normal life. While the damage the character su1Iers initially is light, 
practically unnoticeable at first, it continues for as long as the char
acter remains at the lethal location. 

Holy places are defined as any shrine or temple. 
On the other hand, damage from sunlight or holy places is a 

disadvantage that really helps character classes which might 
otherwise never advance in levels. Use this one with caution. 

A character with a phobia has an acute fear of something, and 

ema. J1 is more difficult to strike successfullv, to inflict damage, and 
that fear causes the character to react badly when facing the anath- ~ 

llumalloiiJ " 
l r--A_"'_;,_,a_w ________ ~~-o_d_e_re_n_d_o_n_es_e_U_p_ro_p_e_rl_y_w_h_e_n_n_g_h_ti-ng--on_e_s_~_,o_r_st_~_ear __ . ________ i~~l 
~ Light-powered A character class with light-powered magery may have severe 

1\'lager.y limita~ions on its magic use at night, in dungeons, or inside buildings. 
Ollable to <~Ut The light-powered mage may be entirely unable to cast spells, or find 
in Jarlcnu.t that spells have a tendency to fizzle or work at lesoer capacity. 

Lou•end m.,lillg 

~r--'-iz_J_ar_k_"_M_'----~r---------------------------------------------~~l 
Darkness-powered A character class wi th darkness-powered magery may have 
Mager.y severe limitations on its magic use during the day outdoors. The 
Ullable to ctWt darkness-powered mage may be entirely unable to cast spells, or ~ 
illligbt lind that spells have a tendency to lizzie or work at lesser capacity. 

lou.'t!reJ ttlJting 
zirligbt 

,.. ~m 
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SpeciaL Gass 
'Disa.d, ·a.nr:a.9e 'Deflnlr:ion 

Forbidden 
Being forbidden a type of weaponry simply means that the Weaponry 

Slwrt Blade character class cannot use or equip any of a certain category 

umg Blade of armament. The character may buy or sell the forbidden 
Axe weapons, may carry them in inventory forever, but they may 
Blunt Weapon never be actually used. 
Missile Weapon 

Low Tolerance A character with low tolerance for a certain dangerous agent 
Paraly~w usual ly takes maximum damage from exposure to it, and can 
Raw Afagickn seldom absorb spells or other effects that use the agent. 
Poc:1on 
Fire 
Fro.Jt 
Shock 
Di,e~ue 

Critical Weakness A character having a critical weakness to any dangerous agent 
ParalyJi.J would be smart to avoid the allergen at all costs. There is a 
Raw Alagi<'XA chance that contact would instantly kill the character, and even 
Poi.lon 
Fire if it does not, the character has little chance of coming out of the 

FroJl experience unscathed. 
Shock This is another of the disadvantages to be wary of choosing. It 
Di.fea4e will indeed help characters rise in level quickly, but at a real cost. 

Forbidden Armor Many character classes are forbidden armor or may only wear 
J::ype speciflc types of armor. Like forbidden weaponry, characters Leatl.er 
Chaill \\~tb forbidden armor may still possess the prohibited helmets 

Plate and pauldrons, they just cannot equip or use them. 

Forbidden Shield Like forbidden weaponry and forbidden armor, characters 
Type who are forbidden shields may still possess, buy, and sell them, 
Buckler they simply cannot equip or use cerrain types of shield. 
Rou11iJ Sbie/0 
KiteShiel'J 
TowerShie/0 

Forbidden Characters who are forbidden a certain material can not use or 
.Materials equip any item that is made of that material, whether it be a 
/roll weapon, a shield, armor, or any other type of item. The charac-
Steel ter may possess items of the forbidden material, he or she simply 
Silver 
Elvm may not use them. 

Dwarven 
OrciJh 
iJ!itbril 
Adama11tiwn 
Ehony 
DMiJric 
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Foret.:ample: 
BecauJe I added Adrenaline Rtwh to my JPY c!MI, lnoticerl the Ja_qger on Skill A()mm:ement.for 
Cla.N ha,ll't;len well above the miJJ/e point of the clmrt. I decide that it'.J tinportant enough that my 
JPY character riJe quickly inl.m/.1 thai I'lL COIUWer aJr>ing Jome Ji.;a:J~~antagu to the daJ<f, 
1 C(IJ1Jti)ertd re,•trictin.rJ armor becmt.le JpieJ are JappweJ to be more like lightly dreJ,;eJ thimJ 
tf.,an hulkin_tJ warrioro, but then! changed my miJIJ. After all. I nury want to imperJmuzte a hulk
ing warrior one day. lnJtead, l choode the InaMt~lf f(l Regenerate Spell Point,, in General Di.md
l'antage. Sure, it'J be nice to have that JpeiL point reJerPe ;it.~t t}z m ... 1e, but it doeJJZ 't reaiLy,qo with 
my character concept. & 1iJu, wben I Jee tbe Jagger plunge J(lwathe Ski!JAJt•ancemmtfor Gladd 
chart, I know !'1•e made the r«Jht deciJt'on. 

Edit Reputations 

Clicking on the Edit Reputations button brings up the 
Reputations chart. From here, you can adjust your 
custom class reputations with certain very general 
groups. You are in effect determining which people like 
or respect your character class, and which people will 
have nothing to do with a member of that class. 

At its default value, all social groups are of one mind 
about your new class: they do not think about you at all. 
In order to balance new classes, if you improve your 
standing with one or more groups, you must worsen 
your reputation equally with one or more other groups. You must adjust your 
reputations all around until your average reputation with all groups equals zero. 

Fore.mmple: 

Spiu are _qeneral(v arlmird by the typical UntJeriiJorfd,qan.lJoferfor theti· clill'oir-faire, .10 I add 5 
poti1!.1 to my ,!fatting reputation a/lWI~f) Underworld. I thou,qht about givin.rJ my.1e/j' a couple of 
potilf,• for my reputation with Nobility, J1i1ce they're the people rvho employ Jpiu mo.;t often, l111t I 
JedJeJ agauiJl it. Nob!u may l'e<!pect and rely on ''P'N uz their af/aiJ'J, l>nt they Jon 't lilce to ,ge 
unempwyed Jpie.' hangi.J~q around their court. So I decided that thi.t balanced their.feefu~qJ about 
JpiLJ to around.uro. 

PeaJanta and JCholar J oeldom employ opie.; and Jon 't hare !lutch need to uoe tl.>em. Tl.>at leare.1 
kferchant,l. J1t{erchantJ would pf'(lbably 1111f be a reNe to wtil,tJ opie.;, hut few4 them can afford /ld. 

Amon.'! oar other actirti:it.,, ;re~re the pti)p!e who let the JWU!eJ know uohich merchant.; are cheating 
them. That ciOtllldJ lilce good tiWUgb rttl.fon to give uJ a -5 initilil reputatL'on with ;11erchantJ. 

\Vhen you have completed your custom character class, click the red OK button in 
the bottom right-band corner of the screen to continue character generation, as out
lined above. 
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Mouse Controls 

"Pr-a.y yo••· undo t:his button" 

- }(;"9 Lcru· 

Interface 

n<j<f~"fa.LL ha.s a. compleuly cuswmizahle inr:er

fa.ce. you ca.n choose which keys a.nd mouse buc

:::0 runs perform ·which funcrions. "C"here a.re even rwo 

different approaches to using the mouse. The default interface is the 
one used in Arena. Some of the keys have been changed, so even if you played 
Arena, read on. This manual assumes you are using the default Arena mouse 
interface and the default key assignments. 

Hundreds of hours of beta testing by the Bethesda Softworks stafihas 
determined that the best interface for Daggerfall is the View Based interface, 
not the cursor based interface used by Arena. 
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Cursor Based Interface (default) 

When your mouse is in the top p01tion of the screen, showing the world of Dagger
fall, it assumes the shape of either an arrow or an X. Holding down the left mouse 
button while the cursor is an arrow moves the character in that same direction. The 
closer the arrow is to the edge of the screen, the faster the character moves. Your 
character's RuruLing skill and Speed atn·ibute determines y our maximum rate of 
movement. 

Left clicking when the cursor is an X interacts with whatever the X is on . This is 
how your character talks, opens doors. picks pockets, pulls levers, etc. Exactly what 
happens depends on the mode your character is in and what type of object the cursor 
lSOn. 

If you do not have a weapon out, right clicking will activate an object, even in the 
areas where the cursor is a movement arrow. Howeve1~ if you have a weapon out, it 
swings the weapon. Holding dov<l!1 the shift l<ey while ri.ght clicking ·will work any
where on the screen even if you have a weapon out. 

To look ar01md, hold down the ALT key and move the mouse. \Vhen you release 
the ALT key, your vie\\~ng angle will be locked in place. \Vith this system it is possi
ble to be looking to the left while moving forward. Tore-center the view, hit HOME 
or click the left mouse button while holding down the ALT key. 

View Based Interface 

This view based interface uses the mouse to control where your character is 
looking. As you move the mouse left, the character turns left. If you pull tl1e 
mouse toward you, your character looks up into the sky. To .move, hold down the 
appropriate di rection key. For instance, the up arrow key moves your character 
in the di rection he is facing. Speed is constant, unless you choose to run or sneak. 

Pressing the spacebar will interact with whatever is exactly in the center of the 
scJ'een. This is how your character talks. opens doors. picks pockets, pulls levers, 
etcetera. Exactly what happens depends upon the mode your character is in and 
what type of object the cursor is on. Spells are always cast at the center of the 
screen. 

This interface works best when the keyboard is used for non-movement functions. 
Pressing the ENTER key wi.ll freeze the view and allow the mouse to move the 
cursor. This is the only way to get the cursor to the icons at the bottom of the 
screen. It also allows you to aim spells at positiot1s not at the center of the screen. 

The \~ew based interface moves your character at a constant speed. Since thejr 
are times when you may want to move slowly. there. is a sneak key. It is only 
available when you are using the view based interface. Holding down the sneak 
key while moving forces your character to move slowly ( 40% offull speed). 
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The Icons 

1. Character Portrm:t. Clicking this brings up your character sheet. (Also F5 key) 

2. Health. The higher the green bar is on your health button, the closer you are to 
peak health. 

J. Fatigue. The higher the red bar is on your fatigue button, the more refreshed and 
alert you are. 

4. iJfagicka. The higher the blue bar is on your magicka button, the more "full" of 
magickayou are. 

5. Optimw. Clicking this brings up your Options screen. See Options section for all 
features. (Also ESC key) 

Icon 
R.er 

Comn-.a_nd bescr-<pr<o•~ 

SwzhurJt: Clicking on this brings up your Spellbook, 
from which you can cast all your spells. 

Wand: Clicking on this brings up your list of magical 
items. From the list, you can use any of your magical 
items that are equipped and ready. 

Picking Finger.!: Steal 

Grahhi11g Htuzd: Grab or use 
item 

Eye: Look 

Word Balloon: Begin 
Conversation 

Clicking on this 
button scrolls 
to a new Inter
action mode 
(see Mouse 
Commands) . 
The Mode 
active is 
the one shown. 
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leon 
K.ey 

Con"'"~-•.,d bescrip~ion 

~ 
Lega: Clicking on this displays a menu with four 
options: wagon, horse, foot, exit Riding in a 
wagon aUows your character to carry many 
objects and not get tired as quickly. To use any-
thing in the wagon, it must be transferred to your 
person. Riding on a horse allows your character to 
move faster and not get tired as quickly. When 
your character is on a horse or wagon, he cannot 
enter a building or dungeon. 

~ 
Bag.t: Clicking on this brings you to your inventory 
screen. (See Inventory) 

II! ~ 
Map: Left-clicking on this brings up yow· cw·rent 
Automap (See Automap). Right-clicking on this 
brings up your Travel Map (See Travel Nlap) 

~ 
Cro.t.ted Sword<~: Clicking on this readies your 
weapon for combat (See Combat). If you have no 
weapon equipped, your fists will appear for hand-to-
hand combat. Important note: if you walk around 
with a weapon out or your hands clenched in fists, 
people will generally not want to talk to you. 

~ 
Camp Fire: Clicking on this allows you to rest. Rest-
ing from time to time is important, because it helps 
you regain lost health, fatigue, and spell points. 
Choose where you rest carefully: vagrancy is a crime 
in most towns, and many creatures in dungeons con-
sider a sleeping champion a very special delicacy. 

• D Compa.t.t. This performs as a traditional compass . 
Clicking on it brings up information on your current 
location, the time of day, and the date. Time is shown 
by a 24-hour clock. 3:00p.m. is 15:00. 
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Objecc Gicked mode /Zesul.c 

Person Steal Picks the person's pockets if your 
character is close enough. 

Grab or Talk Starts up a conversation if your character 
is close enough. 

Look Describes the person. 

Door Steal Picks the lock if your character is close 
enough. 

Crab Opens the door if your character is close 
enough. 

Look or Talk Reports if the door is locked. 

Treasure chest, Crab or Talk Allows your character to take any items. 
dead body, etc. 

Look Describes the object. 

Buildings All modes Describes the building. 

Combat 

Sooner or late!~ you are going to have a fight. That is just a fact of li fe. In Dagger
fall, only a peculiar few people lead lives of quiet desperation. The rest brawl. 
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Combat has been designed to be quick and simple, so memorize these few instruc
tions and bits of advice. When a nest of harpies is ripping your flesh into bite-sized 
morsels, you are going to want to know what to do fast. 

Before the Fight 
When traveling in potentially dangerous areas-and most places qualil}r-be sure 

to have yow· favorite weapon in hand. Pull out your readied weapon by clicking on 
the Crossed Swords Icon or pressing the A key. You may find talking to people very 
difficult when you have a weapon raised. 

When the Fight Begins 
To Jtrike with a weapon: 

I . Take a swilng at your target by holding down the right-mouse-button and 
swinging the mouse in the direction you wish the weapon to follow. 

2. Keep swinging until your foe is destroyed, or you decide that a strategic 
withdrawal is in order. 

To fire a Jpell: 

1. Open your spell book by pressing the backspace key. 

2. Cast a spell by double-clicking on the desired spell in the spellbook. 

3. If the spell is directional, such as a fireball, aim the X cursor in the direction 
you want the spell to go and click your left-mouse 
button. In the View Based interface, 
spells are always fired at the center 
of the screen. 

4. To recast the same spell, 
press Q. 

5. To cancel a spell you 
readied, press E. 

!Jnportant Note on Combat 
Skills 

There are a number of com
bat-related skills, from dodg
ing to critical striking to archery 
to backstabbing. AIL are adi~ateJ automatically. 
You vvi.ll always attempt to dodge any 
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opponent's blow and to strike your opponent accurately, causing as much hurt as 
you possibly can. You are playing for keeps. 

Special Note on Archery 
With most weapons, ''svvinging" the mouse \\rill effectively stab or slash at a 

dose-range opponent. A bow requires taking a shot \\>ith more precision, and is 
handled similarly to firing a spell like a fireball or an ice bolt. When a bow is readied, 
it is aimed in the direction of the X the movement arrows form at the center of the 
screen. A right click of the mouse fires an arrow in that direction. Tn the View 
Based interface, arrows are always fired at the center of the screen. 

Obviously, you cannot use your bow once you have used ail your aiTows. You can 
retrieve any arrows that struck aliving (or dead, but active) target by searching the 
body after it has fallen. 

Special Note on Swings: 
When striking an opponent, it is important to be aware that how you swing your 

weapon makes a difference, both in the potential damage you may inflict and the 
likelihood tbat your blow will connect. Use the chart below when planning yow· 
attacks, and keep in mind your skill at wielding the weapon. 

~~ " . 
Au:ack lJarna9e Aim Adjus~rnen~ ~ 

~ Adjus~rnen~ I 
Diagonal Slash Increased damage Very difficLJt to I to the Left or Right potential strike I 
Horizontal Cut to Base damage potential Base skill needed to I 

~ the Left or Right strike 
~ 

Vertical Chop Much increased Very difficult to I 
~ Up or Down damage potential strike 
~ 

Thrust Fonvard Much decreased Very easy to strike i 
damage potential I 

~ ~ 
<!.'ll.~ 1lJilffi!J1lJi!li!ffi! ~ 
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Swimming, Climbing, d Levitation: 
Vertical Movement 

In a few special circumstances, your movement is not limited to the directions on a 
compass: when you dive into a deep pool of water or cast a levitation spell, you may 
also choose to go up and down. 

There are several other movement controls for your character. You can make him 
run, jump, and crawl. When he is in the water, he can swim on the surface using the 
normal keys to move forward, backward, left or 1ight. To go underwater, hold down 
PAGEDO\V.N. To resurface, hold down PAGEUP. The same keys work when your 
character is levitating. 

K.er 
c"""''""""d ffiove•nenr 'Desc1·iprton 

~ 
Jump The faster your character is moving, the further 

he will jump. If he is not moving, he will jump 
straight up. J umping will also >york by pressing 
the r ight mouse button. 

[JJ Crouch This is good for entering small tunnels or 
picking treasure up off the ground. Your 
character moves more slowly when crouched. 

~ 
Run Hold this button down to move faster. Of 

course, your character will get tired much more 
quickly if he runs constantly. 

~ 
Float up Used only when SVIri.mming or levitating. 

p 

~ 
FloatiJown Used only when swimming or levitating. 

~ 
Sneak/ In the default, cursor based, interface, hold it 
Look aroutZd down to look around. Beware! It does not 

change the direction you are moving. You can 
move foward while looking sideways. In the 
view based interface, your character moves at 
40% of his full-speed. 
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Swimming 
'When you dive into a pool of deep water, you may sink or float, depending on your 

swimming skill and the degree to which you are encumbered. Wearing a full suit of 
Daedric plate armor is guaranteed to sink the mightiest swimmer. Tbere may be little 
choice but to drop your weightier items to avoid drowning. 

There are, of course, certain forces of nature that may make this movement more 
diHicult. 

When you are submerged underwater, a yellow bar appears on the right-hand side 
of the screen. This represents your breath. Almost immediately, the bar begins to 
drop. When you are almost out of breath, the bar turns red. When it disappears alto
gether, you drown. 

Climbing 
First move up ne:xt to a wall or other surface. To begin climbing, tiy to move for

ward through the wall. After a moment. you will begin climbing. Hold down the 
mouse button and move forward. You will notice that you slip and slide down occa
sionally. How often this happens depends upon your Climbing skill. It is possible to 
fall all the way down and be injured. There is no way to climb down. 
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Levitating 
Levitating can get you into as much trouble as climbing. But so long as you 

observe the spell effect icon in the top left-hand comer of your screen, you do not 
need to fear falling. Thus, you can release the PAGE UP and PAGE DOWN but
tons even in mid air. When the icon begins to blink, the spell duration is running out 
and you should either descend to a safe location or recast your levitation spell. 

DialogU£ 
There is plenty of combat, spell creation, and traveling in Daggerfall, but the heart of 

the game is Dialogtre. Through Dialogue, you are able to gather information, receive 
quests, make friends and enemies, give information to others, and much more. 

To speak to someone, select tbe Word Balloon icon (you may have to go through 
the Grab, Look At, and Pick icons to get to it), and click on the subject \vith the X 
cursor. Tf the person does not want to speak to you, you will be given a message to 
that effect. If the person is willing to talk, you will be brought to the Dialogue menu. 
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Tell Me About I Any News 

Tamriel is not a static world. Political allegiances shift, nations succumb to famine 
and plague, commerce rises and falls. The best way for you to find out about these 
events is to read the postings at tl1e gates of major towns, or to ask, "Any News?" 

The Tell .Me About button is used in conjunction with Locations, People, and 
Things. You can hear rumors about anything related to any of the quests you cur
tently have active. Sometimes you can even gain infomation that will direct you in 
your quest. 

Where Is ... 
Select this when looking for directions to a specific place in the area. 

ln order to complete your sentence, you will have to choose a person, thing, loca
tion or work. Click on the appropriate keyword category, and scroll through the 
alphabetical list until you come to the keyv.rord for which you want to get di rections. 
Click on that keyword. 

Select a tone for your comment 

Click the OKAY button when you are satisfied with your sentence. 

Tone 

Polite: Select this to use your Etiquette skill to impress your target with grace and 
courtesy. Certain social types respond better to this conversational style than oth
ers, and, if your skill does not measure up, you are likeiy to fall Hat on your crass
ness. 

Normal: This is the default Tone setting, and uses your straight Personality attribute. 
Your comments are unlikely to be as colorful as polite or blunt tones, and you will 
probably not impress your target. On the other hand, you are not li!;.ely to offend 
either. If your Personality attribute is higher than your Etiquette and Streetwise 
skills, Normal is probably the right conversational gambit for you. 

Blunt: Select this to use your Streetwise skill and adopt a slang-filled, casual hue to 
your conversation. If your target is of a lower-class, urban background, he or she 
is likely to warm up to this style. Also some nobles may find it charming if deliv
ered convincingly. If you do not pull it off well, howevet; you may offend or at 
least appear very silly. 

Copy Comment to Logbook 
Select this button when you wish to have something copied to your logbook. Only 
the NPC's current comment will be copied, in the format, ''8th Mid Year, 3E407: 
Galerion Strae told me, 'Listen to what I say, the orcs are not the barbarians we 
think they are."' 
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Goodbye 
Select this button to exit from conversation. 

Optio!U 

Clicking on the OPTIONS button on your character bar or pressing the ESC key 
brings you to your Options menu. From here you can do the following: 

I) SAVE game: Brings up the saved game screen, where you may save your cur
rent game in one of 6 slots. CTRL-B pulls up the save menu. 

2) WAD game: Brings up the saved game screen, where you may load a new 
game to replace the current game. 

3) Exit Game: Exits you from the game. 

4) Sound: Lets you adjust the sound effects and music volumes independently. 

5) Full Screen: Removes the character status bar and action icons from the walk
around screen. Returning to the options bar and clicking this button brings back 
the character status bar and action icons. 

6) Controls: This is where you can reassign the keypresses for most game func
tions and choose berween two different mouse interfaces. 

7) Head Bobbing: Your character will no longer bob up and down while moving. 

8) Continue: Exits you from the Options menu and back to the game. 

Auto map 
Left-clicking on the Map icon on your character sheet brings up your Automap, 

which shows your immediate surroundings. 

There are two kinds of Automap: one that appears when you are indoors, and one 
that appears when you are outdoors. 
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In the corner is a shape representing the shape of the dungeon. North is up. The 
blue dot is where you entered. The red dot is where you are. 

The lndoor Map is a 3D orthogonal representation of the dungeon you are in. 
Because the dungeons may include all varieties of slopes, spiral hallways, staircases 
on top of staircases, and other features that make map-reading difficult. there are 
two modes that can be used to view a structure from 1.1..jthin. 

The "Top-Down" mode is the defil.ul t mode for the indoor autornap. The arrow 
represents your current position, pointing in the direction you are facing. The yellow 
arrow keys allow you to rotate or move the map to afford you a better view. The 
upstairs/downstairs arrows zoom in and out. 

Clicking on the red grid brings you to tbe "Perspective" mode. 

The "Perspective" mode represents the building as if it were a model, making corri
dor heights, do01ways, subtle bends, and over-under passes easily recognizable. The 
yellow arrows rotate or move the model, and the upstairs and downstairs an·ows 
move you to different levels of the map. 

Clicking on the red grid returns you to the "Top-Down" mode. 

Left clicking a dungeon piece causes it to flash. By clicking on the bottom gray 
bar, you can type in text to attach to that dungeon piece. 

Right clicking a dungeon piece turns it invisible. 
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Travel Map 
Right-clicking on the Map icon on your character sheet brings up your 

Tra,·el Map. 

Although it is possible to walk to any location in rhe Iliac Bay, this may take hours 
of real time, so it is often preferable to "fast-travel." 

Click on the region you are interested in visiting. Your own region blinks. 

Once you get a close-up of the region, move your cursor over the dots to see the 
names of each of' them. It can be difficult to get the arrow onto these dots. Clicking 
the right mouse button on the map will blow it up even further. Selecting FIND will 
allow you to type in the name of a place and have it located for you. In most cases 
you only need to type in the lirsr part of a place name to get a match. Click the 1'1\\ 
AT button to see where your character is currently located. 

The four map legend items also act as filters. Clicking on one of them hides that 
type of place on the map. Clicl<ing on it again reveals them. Most regions in 
Daggerfall have hundreds of map locations. Late in the game, these filters will 
become very handy. 
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Travel Options 
After a location is selected, press the OKAY bunon on the Travel Options menu to 

begin your trip. 

You have a variety of options which will effect your speed, fatigue from the trip, 
and the odds of avoiding wandering beasties. 
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The Character Sheet 

l . These info boxes show your name, race, class, level, and total gold. Left-click in 
this box to change your name. 

2. This button shows your current fatigue level over your possible ''refreshed" 
fatigue level. 

3. This button shows your current health level over your possible "unhurt" health 
level. Clicking on it shows any diseases you may have contracted. 

4. This shows how many pounds over max encumbrance your character is 
carrym.g 

5. Clicking on this and holding down the mouse button shows you a list of 
organizations of which you are a member. 

6. Skills: Clicking on Primary, Major, .Minor, or Miscellaneous and holding down 
the mouse button shows you a list of skills of that type, e:1\.'Pertise in each, and the 
attribute that most afFects it. 

7. Clicking on this brings you to the invent01y screen. 
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8. Clicking on this brings you to your logbook. 

9. Clicking on this exits you from your character sheet. 

10. Your basic attributes are listed here. Clicking on one of these scores and holding 
down the button gives you more information on the attribute. 

11. Clicking on this brings you to your spell book menu. 

12. Clicking on this brings you to your notebook. 

The Inventory Sheet 

The inventory screen is used to mm·e your belongings. It shows three basic places 
where objects might be located. These are: on your body (4), in your backpack (6), or 
on the ground (9). First you have to decide what you want to do with your item -pick 
it up, drop it, equip it, etc. This is where the column of buttons comes in. For example, 
if you want to equip an item that is currently on rhe ground, select EQUIP. then click 
on that item. Every item you click 011 (on the ground or in your backpack) will be 
equipped until you switch to INFO, REMOVE, onvhatever. 

1. Click on this to access your inventory of weapons and armor. 

2. Any magical jewelry you are currently wearing is displayed in these boxes. 

3. Click on this to access your inwntory of magica.l items. 
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4. Shows the weapons, armor, and clothing you have equipped. Also shows the 
armor rating for each region of your body. 

5. Click on this to access your inventory of clothing and other sundry items. 

6. This is your inventory. The image here is either your backpack or a wagon, 
indicating which inventory you are examining. 

i. These boxes show icons representing equipment currently in inventory. 

8. Click on this to access your inventOI)' of potion ingredients. 

9. This is the "ground." It will show a treasure chest, dead body, store shelf, etc. 

10. These boxes show icons representing items that are not currently in your inven
tory, such as those from treasure piles. 

Wagon: 
Works with the other modes. When not in a shop, the wagon and its cargo appear in 
the right-hand column. You can now move items between your character and the 
wagon. In shops, the wagon's cargo appears in the left-hand column, allowing you to 
place purchased items directly in the wagon. 

Info: 
Displays information about any item you select. 

Equip: 
Places an item on the character. If an item on the ground cannot be worn, it is 
rransfen·ed to your character's inventory. The right-mouse-button will act like the 
remove mode (see below). 

Remove: 
Removes a selected object from the figure. Selecting an object in the inventory gets 
rid of it altogether by putting it on the ground. Selecting an object on the ground 
transfers the object to your inventory. In this mode, the right-mouse-button will act 
like the equip mode (see above). 

Select: 
Allows you to pick items to be bought, sold, repaired, or identified. When buying, 
selected items are moved to your inventory, but kept highlighted. You can try 
them on before buying them. In the three other modes, selected items are moved 
to "the ground'. (right-hand column). Clicking an item in that column returns it. 
When you have picked everything you want, click on the BUY. SELL, REPAIR, 
or I OENTIFYbutton. Only after the transaction has been confirmed will it be 
finally transferred. 

Clear: 
Returns all items selected for purchase, sale, repair, or identification. 

Use: 
,\ lostly for triggering magical items. However, rhere are other items that can be used, 
such as parchments (letters) and books. Selecting an item on the ground does nothing. 
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Buy: 
The shop owner offers you a price for all the irems you have selected. If you accept 
it, they are transferred to your inventory. If WAGON has been selected, they end 
up in your character's wagon. 

Steal: 
Is only available when you are selecting items to buy. Clicking on STEAL means 
you are trying to shoplift them. Be careful. There are stiff penalties for theft in most 
cities in Tamriel. 

Gold: 
Click on this button to drop any or all of your gold pieces. Be warned! You cannot 
pick them up again. 

Sell: 
The shop owner offers you a price for all the items you have selected. If you accept 
it, they are transferred from your inventory. 

Repair: 
The shop owner gives you a price and how long it will take him to repair the things 
you selected. If you accept his offer, the things will be removed from your charac
ter. Come back to the shop to get them when the time is up. 

Identify: 
The shop owner offers you a price and a time to identify all the items you have 
selected. If you accept it, they are transfen·ed from your inventory. All items are 
identified immediately. 

Exit: 
In a shop, returns all items to their original locations. 

Experience 
One the biggest differences between Daggtrfall and other role-playing games 

(including Arena), is the method for tabulating experience. Tt never made sense to us 
that a thief became a better thief after killing a troll, but he would never become bet
ter at lockpicking, no mal rer how much he practiced, until he killed another troll. 

With this in mind, we decided to make level increases coincide with class-related 
skill increases. If a thief practices and uses his backstabbing, lockpicking, dim bing, 
and pickpocketing skills, he will become a better thief. 

When you rest, all of the skills you used (even if you failed), and all the skills you 
practiced at a guild or some other training hall, are examined. Current level and spe
cial class-related factors make an increase more or less likely. 

Your character's level is related to his Prima1y and Major skills. As these rise, so 
does his level. To make the most out of your character, use the skills listed in these 
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two categories. The more you use them, the faster they will increase, and the 
quicker you will gain levels. 

Whenever you increase in level, y ou also increase your total number of health 
points. You are also given bonus points to increase your abiJity scores. There are 
a variety of other benefits that come with higher levels. These should become 
apparent during the game. 
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The ShopJ of Dagge1faU 

Buying, Selling, and Repairing 

it does in most games. Click on the pr'Oprietor, and select the appropriate 
menu option. Buying works a little differently. 

Each shop has shelves and cabinets full of goods. To buy an item, you must 
dick on the shelf. not the proprietor. The screen switches to your inventory, 
and you see the shelf in the right-hand column, with its goods listed below. Be 
sure to check out the different shelves and cabinets in the store. They may 
have different items in them. 

Selecting items from the shelves will transfer them to your inventory, or~ if 
appropriate, allow you to try them on. Each item remains highlighted until it is 
actually purchased. Once you have selected everything you want to buy, click on 
the BUY button. The proprietor will offer you a price, which you can either 
accept or reject. There is no interactive haggling. The offered price is calculated 
from your character's skill in mercantile negotiation, the shop keeper's skills, and 
the usual factors of quality and type of item. If yow· character has good people 
skills and good mercantile skills, he wi ll always get a good price. 

Exploring the Iliac Bay 

Shops. Cjui.lds, "CC\.vcr-ns, PC\.kces. 
C\.nd 0 -r:her- Common locales: 

Shops 
The merchants of the Iliac Bay tend to be specialists: gem-brokers. weapon
smiths, tailors, and alchemists, to name but a few. There are, of course, 
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general stores and pawn shops for your "one stop shopping" convenience, but the 
best deals and highest quality are usually found at the specialty stores. 

Not all types of stores are found in all locations. Tiny fishing villages have little need 
for alchemists. In larger cities, there are usually merchants of all descriptions. Value, 
selection, and quality may vary widely from one store to the next, so shop around. 

Remember. the shopkeeper will be happy to handle repairs and buy merchandise 
from you. On the other hand, if you want to buy something, go to the shelves, not 
the shopkeeper. 

Guilds 
Guilds may have services open to the public, but they are different from shops in 

that one must join a guild in order to take advantage of all of its ministrations. The 
Mages' Guild, the Fighters' Guild, and the various knightly orders and temples may 
all fall under the general catego'Y ofH guild." Inquiring of people on the street will 
reveal more specillc information about individual guilds. 

If you decide you wish Lo join a guild, anyone there will be wi lling to sign you up
if you are deserving. Your worthiness will be assessed and you will either be offered 
membership, or told why you're ineligible. if you're willing to wor~ at it, you can 
join any guild you wish. All it requires is a good reputation with the guild, and high 
enough value in the skills they deem important. 

After joining a guild, you will be expected to serve the guild's interests. This may 
mean completing quests or studying to become a better guildmember. The reward 
for this work is promotion within the guild. As you work your way up through the 
guild's ranks, you .,..,ilJ be given more rights and responsibilities. Many guilds offer 
training in certain skills the guild considers important. There is one person in each 
of these guilds who must be visited to receive training. 

There are some guilds that operate more surreptitiously. The Thieves' Guild and 
the Assassins' Guild, are illegal organizations throughout Tamriel. One does not 
approach them for membership. A promising thief or assassln is sought out and 
given an invitation to join. Once offered, the invitation is seldom declined. The 
thieves and assassins do not take rejection very well. 

Taverns 

If you do not own a house. the next most civilized place to rest and recuperate is 
the local tavern. There you can get a room with relative privacy, have a flagon of ale, 
enjoy the bard's versifications, and chat with the pub regulars. Some of the greatest 
adventures have had their starts in smoky. noisy taverns. 

The innkeeper handles most of the work at the inn, so he is the one you will want 
to talk with first. He can sell you food and drink but only once every four hours. 
Buying these will restore a small amount of health. 
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Banks 
At some point in the game, you will have more money and items than you can 

carry. It's time to visit a bank. You can deposit unlimited money at the bank. Each 
region has its own bank, so keep track of which regions you open accounts in. Every 
town bank within a region has complete access to your funds. 

A bank can issue a letter of credit. Gold is heavy. Some of the things you will want 
to buy are too e>-.-pensive for actual gold coins, even if you load up your wagon! The 
bank will issue a letter of credit (for a small fee), which weighs next to nothing. All 
shops in Daggerfall will accept letters of credit, and even give you change with 
another letter of credit if necessary. 

Banks can also sell houses and ships to your character. These are both wonderful 
places to store surplus items. Ships have the added bonus of allovving your character 
to travel by sea without cost. Of course, houses and ships are hideously expensive. 

Palaces 

The ruler of a particular region usually lives in the capitol city, which is more often 
than not named after the region itself. Thus. if you want to talk to the king of Dag
gerfall. go to the capitol city Daggerfall in the kingdom of Daggerfall. Of course, not 
just anyone is admitted to the royal presence. Rulers can be quite fickle, so don't give 
up if you're rebuffed once. 

Kings, queens, dukes, duchesses, counts, countesses, barons, baronesses, lords, 
and ladies are the official power structure of the Iliac Bay. A wise adventurer wi ll 
find a patron or patroness and build up the relationship by completing quests. All 
partnerships must have a start, and sometimes it takes a little humility to begin an 
alliance. 

Other Locations 

The really unusual places, witches 
covens, forgotten graveyards, 
wizard's laboratories, harpy 
nests, and other forlorn locales 
are not found jn the standard 
maps of the bay. They can be 
found by exploration and luck, by 
finding secret and arcane maps, or by 
receiving directions from other people. 
\Vhile many of these c1ypts and caverns 
boast untold treasure, t hey also hold 
the promise of death for the 
un~ary and underprepared. 
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Weaponry 
Equipment stores, smithies, and locked storerooms of palaces house weapons of vir
tually evety size and shape. Before picking a favorite armament, consider your best 
combat skills, the metal used in its construction, and its overall quality. Some 
weapons require two hands to be properly wielded, so shields and additional 
weapons must be sacked. 

\Veapon Dcuna.9e nand{s} Descripcion 

Dagger 1-6 One A double-edged, six-inch to 
foot-long blade 

Tanto 1-8 One A short stabbing spike, less 
than a foot in length. 

Sbortsword l-8 One A sword with a two foot-long 
double-edg~d blade. 

Staff l-8 One A long pole, effective as a 
club 

Short Bow 2-8 Two A three- to four-foot-tall bow, 
used with arrows 

Wakizashi 1-10 One A sword with a three foot-
long single-edged blade 

Broadsword 1-12 One Along but broad-bladed, 
double-edged sword 

Mace 1-12 One A war club with a spiked ball 
on its head 

Long Bow 2-1 2 Two A 6ve- to six-foot-tall bow, 
used with arrows 

War Axe 2-12 Two A short-handled hatchet with 
a single-sided blade 

Saber 3-12 One A s>vord with a sl ightly 
curved, single-edged blade 
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\Veapon Dan1a.9e na.nd(s} Descr-ipcion 

Nlorningstar 2-14 Two A rod chained ro a heavy, 
spiked metal ball 

Longsword 2-16 One A sword \\;th a five-foot-long 
double-edged blade 

Battle Axe 2-16 Two A short· handled hatchet with 
double-headed blade 

Katana 3-16 One A four f()ot-long single-edged 
sword 

Claymore 2-18 Two A sword with a double-edged, 
five-foot--long blade 

I Warhammer 3-1 8 Two A heavy mallet, effective as a 
bludgeon 

~ 
Oai-Katana 3-21 Two A sword with a five-foot-long, 

single-edged blade 

~1!~ 
__ ,=;; 

Iii ~ 

~ me caL 'f:1-pe Bonuses Co nic a.nc/ Co Da.m~e 

I 
Iron -1 

Steel 0 

Silver" 0 ~ 
Riven +1 

D-varven +2 

Ore ish +3 

Mithril +3 

Adamanrium +4 

Ebony +5 

Oaedric +6 

·tTu~<J. ~~El!U.1217l :rl.U'fl..'WfJiJ.i!'!lil'B: • 

0 lYtJte: Some creaturu, Jucb aJ wtrtii'Oll'tJ, l'clll cmly br barmtd by ,,iJ,Jtr weapo11;1. 
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Armor 
Armor Rating is a number representing how difficult it is for someone to hit you. A 

high agility gives you an ability to avoid strikes. That, coupled \"lith an abundance of 
armor (so you might not feel someone striking you), are ways to increase your 
Armor Rating. 

There are seven types of armor. and twelve kinds of material from which this 
armor may be v.Tought. 
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Typed of Armor 

Ar,..,or Piece 

Helm 

Right Pauldron 

Left Pauldron 

Cuirass 

Gauntlets 

Greaves 

Boots 

Area of 
Pro~ec~ion 

Head 

Right shoulder 
and arm 

Left shoulder 
and arm 

Chest and 
back 

Hands 

Waist and 
upper legs 

Lower legs 
and feet 



I ~ 
Leather 

Chain 

iron 

Steel 

Silver 

Elven 

Dwa.rven 

Orcish 

Mithril 

Adamantium 

Ebony 

Daedric 

Thin and light - perfect for thieves. 

fairly thin and light. Cheap alternative to 
plate. 

Poor knight's armor. Heavier and more 
brittle than steel. 

The standard. Strong and fairly light. 

Same weight and strength as steel, but 
some monsters fear ro rouch it. 

Slightly heavier and stronger than steel. 

Heavier but stronger than Elven. 

Rarely found. Heavier than Dwarven and 
almost twice as strong. 

Lighter than Orcish, but significantly more 
resilient. 

A little heavier than Orcish. but ~:~.,·ice as 

strong. ~ 

Ve1y rare, heavy, and almost impossible to 
p1erce. 

The refined form of Ebony. Too heavy for 
all but the strongest. 

Magic 
Tamriel is a land rich in magic . .Magic in its raw form is called magicka. AU people 

have a certain amounr of it, and it is as much a part oF them as blood and bone. Given 
skill and a sufficient amount oF stored energy, this magicka can be spun into an 
almost limitless tapestry of effects. 

Because of its potency, training in the arcane arts is only officially done in ,\lages' 
Guilds. Unofficially, many other organizations, from certain knightly orders and 
Thieves' Guilds to the Necromancers, train their members in magical skills. 
However~ the Mages' Guilds are the acknowledged masters of magic. 
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While it is possible to achieve virtually any effect through magic, certain standard 
spells are most popular and can be purchased at most 1'11\ages Guilds. For someone 
desirous of a unique spell, the SpeliMaker is available at the Mages Guilds once you 
have risen to the proper rank. 

The Circinates of Standard Spells 

The following spells are available at all Mages Guilds. 

Depending on your own level and skill vvith certain coll•eges of magic, actual casting 
costs, spell strengths, and probabilities of spell success will vary. 

SpeLL Name 
Balyna's Antidote 

Ciover-nin'J SclwoL(s} 
Restoration 
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Medium-level chance of curing caster of paralysis, poison, and mundane dis
eases. 

Bai,Yita's Bahn Restoration 

A minor healing spell. Cheap to cast. 

Banish Daedra Mysticism 

Medium-level chance of transporting daeclra target back to the plane of 
Oblivion. 

Buoyancy Thaumaturgy 

Increases your character's underwater speed for a time. 

Calm Humanoid Thaumaturgy 

May prevent a humanoid monster from attacking. 

Chameleon Illusion 

If caster does not move, he or she is mostly camouflaged, as per an l!z••t:Jihi!ify 
spell. 

Charisma Restoration 

Temporarily boosts caster's Personality attribute. 

Chat•m Mortal Thaumaturgy 

May prevent a human enemy from attacking. 

Cure Disease Restoration 

High-level chance of curing caster of mundane .diseases. 

Cw·ePoison Restoration 

High-level chance of curing caster of poisons. 

Energy Leech Destruction/Restoration 

Transfers stamina from target to caster with a successful strike. 



-

SpcU Name 

Far Silence Mysticism 

Creates a sphere of silence around a target, making spell-casting impossible 
for the duration. 

Feet ofNotorgo Restoration 

Temporarily boosts caster's Speed attribute. 

Fenrik's Door Jam Mysticism 

Locks a door for a short time. Cheap to cast. 

Fil·e Storm Destruction 

Creates a fiery aura around caster, delivering medium-level damage to all 
within its boundaries. 

Fireball Destruction 

Fires a ball of flame at a single target, delivering medium to high-level 
damage. 

Force Bolt Destruction/Alteration 

Fires a ball of energy at a single target, delivering high-level damage and a 
chance of paralysis. 

Fortitude Restoration 

Temporarily boosts caster's Endurance attribute. 

Free Action Alteration/Restoration 

High-level chance of curing, and creating an immunity to, paralysis lor the 
duration of the spel l. 

Frostbite Destrucrion 

A minor offensive spell. 1\lust be in contact with the opponent to cast it. 

God's Fire Destruction 

Fires a ball of energy at a single target, delivering very high-level damage. 

Hand of Sleep Destruction/ Alteration 

Destroys Stamina of a target with a successful strike. 

Hand of Decay Destruction 

Low to medium-level chance of disintegrating a target ·with a successful strike. 

Heal Restoration 

Heals low- to medium-level wounds of caster. 

Holy Touch ,\\ysticism 

Dispels an undead monster. 
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SpeU N ame 

66 

Holy Word Mysticism 

Low- to medium-level chance of dispelling undead (zombies, skeletons, 
ghosts, wraiths, etcetera). 

Ice Storm Destruction 

Fires a ball of frost which explodes on contact, delivering medium-level 
damage to all v.1thin range. 

Ice Bolt Destntction 

Fires a ball of frost which inflicts medium- to high-level damage to a single target. 

Invisibility Illusion 

Medium-level chance of causing caster to vanish from sight. 

Iron Will Restoration 

Temporarily boosts caster's Willpower attribute. 

Jack of Trades Restoration 

Temporarily boosts caster's Luck attribute. 

Jumping Alteration/Restoration 

Temporarily boosts caster's J umping skill. 

Levitate Thaumaturgy 

Causes caster to become weightless and able to float in any direction lor the 
duration. 

Light Illusion 

Creates a sphere of light around caster, improving visibili ty for the duration. 

Ljghtoing Destruction 

f ires a ball of lightning at a single target. delivering high-level damage. 

Magicka Leech Destruction/Restoration 

Transfers inherent magicka energy from a target to the caster on a successful 
strike. 

Medusa's Gaze Alteration 

Medium- to high-level chance of paralyzing a target on a successful strike. 

Nimbleness Restoration 

Temporarily boosts caster's Agility attribute. 

Null M agicka Mysticism 

Creates an anti-magicka sphere around caster, with a high-level chance 
of removing all magic. 



SpeU Name Ciover-nin'J SchooUs} 

Open Mysticism 

Medium-level chance of unlocking a mundane or magically-locked do01: 

Ore Strength Restoration 

Temporarily boosts caster's Strength attr ibute. 

Paralysis Alteration 

Medium-level chance of immobilizing a target for the duration of the spell. 

Quiet Undead Thaumaturgy 

Has a small chance of preventing an undead monster from attacking. Cheap 
to cast. 

Recall J\llysticism 

The first casting places an invisible marker in that spot. The second casting 
teleports the player to that spot. After being telep01ted, the marker is 
removed. The spell must be cast agau1 lo place a new marker. 

Remedy Restoration 

Low- to medium-level chance of curing caster of mundane diseases. 

Resist Cold Alteration 
Improves caster's chance of resisting spells based on the frost element. 

Res ist Shock Alteration 

Improves caster's chance of resisting spells based on the shock or lightning 
elements. 

Resist Fire Alteration 

Improves caster's chance of resisting spells based on the fi re element. 

Resist Poison Alteration 

Improves caster's chance of res isting spells based on the poison or acid 
elements. 

Shadow Form rllusion 

Improves the caster's abili ty to hide in the shadows, moving invisibly in 
dark places. 

Shalidor's Mirror Thaumaturgy 

Medium-chance of reflecting spells llred at caster back to the aggressor mage. 

Shield Alteration 

Creates a tempora1y shield a round caster, capable of absorbing damage meant 
for the caster. 
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SpeU Name 

Shock 

Gol'ernin9 SclwoL(s} 

Destruction 
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Shocks the next creature struck by the caster with lightning-based medium
level damage. 

Silence Mysticism 

Q uiets the next creature struck by the caste1~ making spellcasting impossible 
for the duration. 

Sleep Destruction/i\lteration 

Fatigues a target with a successful strike from the caster. 

Slowfalling Alteration 

Slows the descent of a caster when falling, so little damage is taken on impact. 

Soul Trap Mysticism 

Holds the soul of a target, so when the host body dies, the soul can be stored 
for enchantments. 

Spell Absorption Restoration 

Creates a sphere around caster to disperse targeted spells. replenishing t·he 
caster's reserves. 

Spell Drain Alteration/Destruction 

Drains magicka from a target on a successfu I strike. 

Spell Resistance Restoration/ Aheration/Thaumantrgy 

Creates a sphere to di lute and disperse low-level spells targeted at caster. 

Spell Shield Restoration/ Alterationtrhaumaturgy 

Creates a sphere to dilute and disperse low- to medium-level spells targeted 
at caster. 

Spell Reflection Thaumaturgy/Mysticism 

Creates a sphere around caster to reflect targeted spells back toward their 
source. 

Spl1ere of Negation Destruction 

Creates a sphere around the caster which may disintegrate any sentient form 
trapped in its radius. 

Spider Touch Alteration 

Paralyzes a target successfully touched by the caster. 

Stamina Restoration 

Replenishes lost stamina, invigorating the tired caster. 



SpeLL Name 

Strength Leech Restoration/Destruction 

Transfers Strength attribute points from target to caster on a successful stril{e. 

Tame Thaumaturgy 

Has a small chance of preventing a monster (living and non-hwnanoid) from 
attacking. Cheap to cast. 

Tongues Mysticism 

Increases the chance that a monster with language will not attack your 
character. 

Toxic Cloud Destruction 

Fires a ball of acid at a single target, inflicting medium-level damage. 

Troll's Blood Restoration 

Regenerates caster's health continuously while spell is active. 

Vampiric Touch Restoration/Destruction 

Transfers health from a target to the caster by touch. 

Water Breathing Alteration 

Allows the caster to breathe in an underwater environment for the duration of 
the spell. 

Water Walking Alteration/Thaumaturgy 

Allows the caster to walk on the surface of water for the duration of the spell. 

Wildfire Destruction 

Fires a ball of flame at a single target, inflicting medium-level damage and 
then low-level damage as the flre continues to burn. 

Wisdom Restoration 

Temporari ly boosts caster 's Intell igence attribute. 

Wizard Rend Alteration/Mysticism 

Medium-level chance of paralyzing and silencing target successfully struck. 

Wizard Lock Mysticism 

Holds door securely locked for the duration of' the spell. 

\VJZard's Fire Destruction 

Fires a ball of flame at a single target, inflicting low- to medium-level damage. 
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The Spelli\'laker 
Creating a spell requires only knowledge of a few rules: 

l. Every spell must have a name. 

2. No more than three effects can be applied to any one spell. 

3. Editing "Add Effect" gives your spell its power; selecting one of the Elements 
"Fire," ''Frost," "Electricity," "Poison," and "Magicka" selects the element that 
the spell utilizes; selecting one of the Target Types "By Touch," "Caster Only," 
"Target at Range," "Explosion around Caster," or "Explosion at Range" allows 
you ro select the area you wish the spell ro affect. 

4. Click the "Buy Spell" button to inscribe the new spell to your spell book. 

For e.mmp/1': 

Ymperin the NighthlaJe coml'J tit to the t1Ia.9l'·' GuilJ, .•hakm /rom a recent mcounter '''ith a 
Fire Atmnach. She wantJ to be bettet·pt-rparrt), ,,o,•hr gou to th.- Spefu1fal.:erand cre<tfrJ a 
Jpel/ ,•he nameJ "Atmnach Protection." 
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She Jl'fect<J the AJ,) F//ectJ button to l'l't'ate the ,•pe/L ... 

f . .AJJ4fect 
2. I con Jrkctor 
5. Buy current .1pel/ 
4. Create new Jpell 
5. E,;itfrom Spell tl!aker 
6. Target typec~: cn.1ter tmly. by touch, target at mnge, 

e.lploJion mvunr) ca,•tu; ancJ e.v!tJ.tton at mnge 
7. Element.•: Fti·e, FrtJJf, Efatni·tiy, Pm:1on, t1!agika 



Effects: 

Clicking the "Add Eflect" button brings up a list of Spell Effects available. O nce an 
effect has been selected, the follow-ing menu appears. 

Not all spell effects use every parameter listed below. A scroll appears over the menu 
giving a brief description of the effect and the parameters needed to denne the spell. 

Duration: 

Duration describes how long the spell remains active after it is cast. The fu·st 
box shows the spell's base duration in seconds. The second box shows how 
many additional seconds are added to the spell's duration if the caster is higher 
than tLrst level. The last box shows the number of levels beyond the fu·st level 
the caster must be to gain the additional seconds of effect duration. 

Chance 

Chance describes the odds, for each spellcasting attempt, that the spell will be 
successfully cast. The first box shows the spell's base chance as a percentage. 
The second box shows the additional chance added to the speJI's base chance if 
the caster is higher than first level. The last box shows the number oflevels 
beyond the ftrst level the caster must be to add the additional chance to the 
base chance. 

i11agnitu()e 

l\llagnitude refers to the amount of power behind a spell. This can mean a vari
ety of things- depending on the effect-from amount of damage a spell deliv
ers to the intensity of the light created. 

The llrst two boxes shows the range of the spell's base magnitude properly 
read as ''a random number between the first value and the second value." The 
next two boxes show the range of additional points of magnitude (again, "a 
random number between the first value and the second value.") added to the 
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spell's base magnitude if the caster is higher than first level. The last box shows 
the number oflevels beyond the first level the caster must be to rake the addi
tional points of effect magnitude. 

Co.1t 

Shows the spell point casting cost of the spell. 

R1.·it 

Retttrns you to the SpellMaker. 

For Example: 
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A Deferwive SpeU 

l'mptria fook.,tbrvugb tlx li.11 of SIX/I F/fect.,, m,J fii,J.., Shield. Thw, ,t/x thuzkJ, i• ;itA 
whtzt J!x needt!J for lxr battle wtih tlx Fil¥ Atronach. Six JckctJ thi.l and begitw lwku~q at 
tht par.mukr,, for the Shie/J effect. 

Rtca/ling that etu·h ,1trike of the Fire Atrcmacb burt Ymperia a lot_ Jhe dectdeJ that ,,hie/J 
,•trmgth, which iJ lrai/Jiakd a.J magnitude, ,,boulrJ be very high. A1 a ba.1e magmiudc, ,,he 
make.1 the range 20-100. She t~' 5th lel't! right JIOu•anJ Jhe wantJ the damage abJorption to 
be af leaA· art a~era_qe tJ/70 poinLJ, ,loJbe makeJ the uzcrellJe per level10 to 10 poinfJ. At fifth 
/ei•e/, Lhe Jhield rvillab,torb between 70 anJ 150 health poinl<t; at Jt:cth !eve£ tbe dhie!J u•i/l 
a6.1or6 between 80 and 160 health pointJ, and ,10 on. 

lj.dJe dot.JJW/ htizg about tfx ,tfX/1, ti will Ia.• I one Jecond, p!Ju an addtiional 
,teronJ /t1r t•>ery one of lxr let•elt. That;,,,£,· .•etvniJ.,, which i.ln 't a long 
time. On thr othtr hand, J!x rtally ll'anJ,, tlx .~huiJJo,•be CaJ1 Jun•icoe 
lmzg mough to nm, nad ,•/x ,quMitJ 
Jbe dotwz 't need much more 
than ten,gcOJW,I of 1inmunity to 
.lJel a bmJ Jlar/. She cbange.J the 
additional duration to read tfllo 
Jrc·onJ,t, cohuh meanJ that at_tifth 
lr~el, thl! Jpell will /(IJt for ekmz 
drc<Jild.J. At,1i.1:1h !eve£ it wtll!aJt 
I hti·tren,lecotzd.! . .. le.IJ, if ltJ ma.\·i- t-... 
mum damagt abJorption i.l reaclxJ j ~ 
... Six ,dmJJm at the thought. 1/ 
l'tnfXrltl /ini.lix.J her J{Xlf 4/rctJ, 
pick..1 an icon to repreJent the 
Jpel!lflhlll it i.J active, aJu) buy,• 
the,•pr/L 

An Offelwic•e Spell 

Ymperia now want.1 to hiJ the Fire 
At rtmach 11•ith ,1omttbing thnl Jht 
knou•,• fxj rtal!y going wfeel 



Fw-rowing her brow, t~he cJeciJe.t to name the new Jpell "Die Atron11Ch Die Die." From the AJ() 
Effec/il meJw, ,the choooleJ the effect Dama_qe, and Health under thai. There if only one para
meter under Damage Hmlth: magnitude. She figureJ that "Die Atrvnach Die Die" JhouiJ 
tizf!ict at !m.!l.fifty potitl,l of damage at.fifth level, ,to ,1he leal'e.t the bOJe magnitude at 1 to 1 
point, but incmuu the magnitude tiu:rea.Je to 10 to 10 point,l. Now, .1he know.1 that the ,tpe!l 
wt11 automatically inflict./lfty-one potizt,t ofJamage at her prumt le1oel. At Ji.r:th lec•e!, it will 
inflict Jt:\·ty-one patittJ. 

She okayJ the new .tpe/Le[{ect anJ i.t about to buy it il'hen Jbe remember,, ,1ome thing.t about 
the Fire Atrwwcb. For one tl.1in.q, the Atronach wa.1 able to hurt her without el'en touchti~q her 
- there wa,ttut awn of fire that JurrowUJe.J him, 1111 aura .1he waJ not eager to re-enlet: She 
chaJ~lje.J the rangeoftheJpell to 'Target at Rm~qe"mtherthan "By Tow·h. "ltwotddcO.It 
more to buy atW to C<l.il, but .1he wa.• not i.ntere.tted tit getting c!a.~e enough to an Atronach to 
touch it. The other thuzg J'he remembet<l iJ a book that JaW that Fire Atronach.1 are foJ by 
heat~ IPouiJ that imp£y tl~atfowt Joe,tmore damage to them? She Jelect,t the Elemmt 
"FroJt" ti!Jtead of the J4ault "Raw 111agicka, "anJ lmyJ the Jpell. 

Casting SpeUs 
To casta spell, dick the Sunburst ''cast" icon or press the Ckey. This brings up your 

spell book. Now double-cliclk on the spell you ·wish to cast, and the spell is activated. 

If the spell casts at a range, a message will appear telling you to click any mouse 
button when you wish to cast the spelL The spell will be cast in the direction of your 
X cursor. 

rr the spell has a duration. an icon representing the spell will appear in the upper
left-hand corner of the screen for as long as the spell is active. When the spell is 
about to end, the icon will hegin blinking to warn you. 

PotionMaker 
Potions are like one-shot spells. Certain temples, guilds, and organizations boast 

access to PotionMakers of their own. No group gives non-members rights to use the 
PotionMaker. To use the Potion.Maker, you have to join a guild that offers access to 
one, and work your way up through their ranks. 

On the left-hand side of the screen are all the sundry ingredients you have in your 
inventory under the catcgmy Ingredients. If you are in a guild that sells additional 
ingredients, they too will appear in the list, but they will cost an additional amount to 
use. Keep your eye on the C•ost button to make certain you are not over-stretching 
you.r purse. Clicking on an item sends it to the cauldron on the right. 

CLck the RECIPE button to bring up recipes for any porions you know how to 
make. Of course, you can choose to adjust the ingredients a recipe calls for and "mix 
your own." The results can be a weaker or stronger version of the potion you were 
creating, or a different result altogether. 
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Once you have all the ingredients you want in the cauldron, press the MIX button. 
and you will create a bottle of a potion. 

The more you play with rhe Potioru\laker, the better you will become at creating 
the exact potion you want. But you're going to have to make some mistakes first. 

Magical Items 
There are thousands of magical items available. from Rings of Invisibility to 

Greaves of Ore Strength. JVlany of these are available at Mages' Guilds at great 
expense. There are even some unique magical items, called Artifacts, that may not be 
bought at any price. Keep your ear out for rumors about them. 

To use a magical item in your inventory, click on the Wand icon. This brings up a 
list of aU available magical items. Double-click on the item you wish to use and it will 
be activated. 

Most magical items have a limited number of uses -once this limit has been 
reached, the item breaks and is useless. 

There are also ways of creating unique magical items of your own, but this is a rare 
and dangerous secret guarded by Mages' Guilds and certain temples. It involves a 
specially trained crafter enchanting an item with certain spells, adding side effects if 
necessary, even binding the spirits of powerful creatures into items. It takes great 
skill and wisdom to create a magical item, to balance its power. The Guild is wise not 
to allow amateur mages access to the powe1ful lterru\laker. 

Like the PotionMaker, no guild gives non-members or even neonates access to a 
privilege as versati le and unforgiving as the Ttem.Maker. In essence, the ItemMaker 
allows you to enchant items from your inventory. 
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ItemMaker 

The following principles should be understood before the lteJru\laker can be used: 

1. Most mundane items have a certain natural enchantment potential, a limit to 
how much magicka can be stored in their structure. 

2. This enchantment potential can be increased by adding certain anti-magics or 
side effects to the item. A ring, for example, can store a higher-level,li'rrba/1 
spell than it normally could contain if a side-effect is added to it that makes the 
ring unnaturally heavy. 

3. Certain spitits can be bound to an item using the ltem1\laker to increase the 
enchantment potential of an item. These spirits bring certain magics and side
effects with them that cannot be removed from the item without removing 
the spirit. 

To enchant an item, first lind the item in your inventory. You can scroll through the 
items using the arrow buttons. Click on Weapons and Armor, J\lagic Items, Clothing 
and Misc., or Ingredients to view items of diflcrcnt categories in your inventory. 
When you .6nd the item you wish to enchant, a left-click picks it up and drops it in 
the box to the left of the inventory lis t. It has now been selected for enchantment. 

The information box in the upper left-hand corner of the ltem~laker shows the 
item's inherent Enchantment Points. The cost of the enchantment, including the pur
chase price for certain spells and spirits, is tabulated in the Total Cost field. If you 
click on the Name field. you can rename the item, so an enchanted ring can become 
"The Ring of Regeneration" or "The Unholy Ring," depending on your taste. 

If the enchantment point to tal exceeds the enchantment point potential, you have 
two choices. Either remove some spells or enchantments to bring the enchantment 
point total down, or select a side-effect or two to increase the enchantment point 
potential. 
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It is possible in the ItemMaker to create some very powerful, very bizarre items. 
For good or for bad, there are few safety mechanisms when it comes to enchanting 
an item. Consider what you have made carefully before clicking the Enchant button 
and bringing your creation to life. 

Reputation 

Reputation is crucial in Daggerfall. Even if social opinion is not your primary 
motivation, it behooves you to be aware of the connections between your words 
and actions and other people's. There is little that happens in the bay without 
a reason. 

If you spend your time attacking every moving shape and insulting every mis
fortunate who falls into dialogue with you, you will soon discover how unpopular 
sociopaths like yourself get treated. Likewise, treating people v.ri.th respect earns 
respect for you. The golden rule is practiced all over the bay. 

You are not, however, the only creature capable of making allies and enemies. A 
person is seldom a hermit, but often a member of an order or a guild with interested 
friends and foes. Word can move like a raging river, and some channels may be hid
den to you. The stranger you just insulted may be third cousin to the baron, and 
your stock with his lordship may plummet noticeably. Your reputation with the 
neonates at the Fighters' Guild may have preceded you, and they may greet you with 
a compliment the first time you speak with them. 

Reputation affects nearly every single aspect of Dag!wfa!l; from store prices to jail 
sentences, from information access to earning potential. You will not be asked to do 
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sensitive and extremely rewarding diplomatic work if a ruler does not trust you; 
and guilds >Wl eject you from their cha1ters if you are too much of a boor. The 
rewards for developing a trusting relationship vvith a bay resident are almost 
without measure. 

Evetything changes, and friendships can be brittle things. The baron will not 
always need the Dark Brotherhood, and the Dark Brotherhood may someday need 
you. As in any other aspect of life in the bay, think before you act, ask questions of a 
lot of different people, and remember that sometimes it is more important to have 
fun than be popular. 

Be.1tiary 
There are more than fifty varieties of 

adversaries that you may face in the 
course of your adventures. 

It is important to note that while all 
of the creatures listed below are, by 
nature, antagonistic to human beings 
and elves, many are intelligent, and 
several are capable of more than 
just frenzied combat. 

Studies of several creatures of the 
Iliac Bay region have shown individual lan
guages and cultures, some rivaling our own for 
sophistication. Learning their languages 
may be the first step toward under
standing these wild beings. Who 
knows what secrets unknown to civi
lized Tamrielans these creatures have 
been privy to? 

Diplomacy is seldom possible with these 
"Monsters," perhaps due to barriers other than 
language. In such cases. a ready blade is 
the only tongue. and talk is blood. 

Listed below are some of the 
creatures you will be seeing. These are 
not necessarily the least nor most 
powerful-merely a healthy sampling 
of the variety. 
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-allw.. Regular urban pests are not worth mentioning. They 
~ are usually more frightened of adventurers than vice 

+ versa. There exist, however, giant varieties that are ./, 

-)--<""; , 1~he_shahr~s ~f th~ir swham?s anfd
1
se_wers.kTheirdstre

1 
ng!h -'·-· ~~ 

""t- tes m t etr reroctty, t e size o t 1e1r pac s, an t 1e vtru- · Jf" 

~ lence of the disease transmitted by their bites. A seasoned, ~ Jt .. well-armored adventurer can pass through swarms of the ~ 
-£t.. little beasts in relative safety, but underestimating their ~~1' 

brute cunning can be the last mistake that the less experi- · 

1 
enced will ever make. 

Imps 

.._1:, The winged Imps have mysterious origins. 
f--4 -~ Some say that they are little fiends from 
~-'"'! Oblivion, servants of the great Daedra Princes that 
~.._-. have been sent to Tam riel as nuisances or in some darker 

"'(X mission. Others say that they are like the Atronachs or 
..lJ'~~ _ golems, creatures created from magicka as familiars or 
~ companions to powerful sorcerers. The truth may be that 

·<y. both theories are correct, or that lmps are something 
else entirely. Whatever their histmy, Imps are mischie
vous creatures, capable of casting minor but painful 

spells of pure magicka. They are certainly intelligent 
lf ,lt and speak their own language, and they are crafty 

.;(..,_- enough that they know when to fight and when to flee. 

~-~ 

Spriggans 

~J~ ,... 
~...,..-

"* ~ ~~ 
)t ;-*" 

--t· · .. \ i(' 
Luckily for advenhu·ers, these strange woodland fai1ykin ~-: 

! ,._ are shy and reclusive, for they make very dangerous ene- \' · 
-4-'::...- L-- mies. The old Nordic tales tell of the immortal Spriggan, ..., · J ....... 

\ ''\' -+ /· 
~ j0) c~~ ~ 
-~~~~ 'o/ . • :?f~~ 

~_,... r~~'~ ~j!-t~,-4 •~ +-...... ~~~1fi.'A-:t:~ ·' ~·~~ 
t.":' \ .. ·of .,. .~t·.- ~1'it1tt> ~ I . ~ . ~ 

1~. <. :r. 1" ~ ~ -~ . ~ '!'I 
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~~-• . ~r~~ .. ; I .. ~=- " ·:~· ~~~+·.,~~ ,P"~\~~ 
~ . ,~~-~ ),. '· ~~ r '" ;.... ....,~L 

L >-(("> ~ tt...;"'i•trJA'' 'r ,J-+, 
... _. ~- iO ,...., t~ r -;?.'-J • 

~~ t~. 1 

,.,•:· who grow larger and mightier eve1y time th. ey fall . ~V. 4';~ 
While in actuality Spriggans are not immortaL they • 
are virtually impossible to kill. 

4.. Even if they are struck doWJ1, they will regenerate + 
... __ ,._ and arise to fight again. And the legend of the Sprig-

1 
,...., •• ~ 

..,. gan growing larger and more powerful in each incar- :. ~ 

t~· . , nation is indeed true. 

~ · Lycanthropes 

• : These cursed creatu1·es are men by day, completely 
'It- 1 indistinguishable from "normal" men, and savage 
~:-... + half~ beast predators when the moon is full. At least 
~ two lycanthropes are common to the !he Bay envi-

rons: the werewolf and the were boar. The werewolf is 
~;t only found in the woodlands of High Rock and rarely in 
? the jungles of Hammerfell, but the wereboru· is found 

everywhere, and is the more fearsome opponent. Neither 
seems to be capable of a thought beyond bloodlust, and 
both are impervious to common weaponry. Their claws are 
keen as razors and are somehow capable of transmitting 
the dreaded lycanthropy to those it strikes. While lycan
thropy is a relatively simple disease for most temples to 
treat, few who survive a wereboar attack are likely to do 
more than be thankful and rest for several days. 'Tis ironic 

lf to count your blessings when you have just been cursed. r,t 
r~~ -~ 
~ ' + 
'+ ,.. ~ Orcs ~""' to 

"*!' L -" .,·*'" T'"' From a distance, an ore may resemble a large, squat, • 
)t :t_ .,_ I be~' h k b 3- : t( . ~ museu ar man - '£Ofe t e tus s ecome .,. 

I evident, and the green skin and the piggish I' 
_-lt. \ .-~ I 1 I 1 ~ ;' L -~ eyes are seen. Usual y, w 1en a viewer is t 1at c ose ,-

.'.~ --+/ 
~ ) , C· I ~ 

· \, ,;1,1 / If,. , · 

.... ~~,~ . ?_£~ : • ·7;C:~--· -.-\; '-~.t~~:j :: *",.;~·-·~· f~--~-.;' -:r 
v~ oS? ' "f' I · ~~f1:', <!-::, • ' ~ 'PI 
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lr. ,~ ~ .-..,,1\i.~"\,'"- •.' ll ll I' " " ..,... ' 
}">(.... • f .... t:rr ~·~ .)! ..)l-.'1 .L '>',.!; k:.-~~ ~ ~(, t(l, 

7'"· '""~ ·~-~~~ - -~ ~ ).~~~&" . _:.'Yf' ' ~:;:-:- ~¥~ ·~· -..'f' " ~ Ji ~._JJ:~.,A ;{ .. "'\ /},~. :. 
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~"- Jt: . -.. . . . ; . -u'fii- "' ·' . 

~"71' ~ -¥\.:~ 
? ~ X\ an Ore, he or she is not taking notes about the .-.~.,• 

details. Orcs are among the most common 
encounters around the Iliac Bay, particularly 
around the southern half of the Wrothgarian 

Mountains. They are a consistently savage group, 
ready for a fight no matter the odds. Some rather eccentric 
researchers have suggested that the Orcs have a culture as 
ancient and sophisticated as ours, and that their seeming 
mindless barbarity is somehow related to rites of passage or 
tests of courage. It is highly likely that these resea.rchers have 
never felt the sting of an ore captain's barbed axe. 

Slaughter.fishes 
One. of nature's most adaptable 
predators is the Slaughterfish of the 
Uiac Bay. Averaging six feet in length, with thousands of 
poisonous needlethin teeth, the Slaughtertish have infested 
practically every large body of water in tbe region. 
Unlucky swimmers have found that even deep inland lakes 
and underground rivers hide deadly schools. Sl.aughterfish 
are attracted to the taste of bloody water, so injured adven-
turers are advised to bathe only in small pools of water. 

~""_,jt' Centaurs ~ .. _.~ 
"'r" · Centaurs are ancient and mysterious creatures, y 1'--
~~~ ~~~ 

alternately worshipped and despised. Legends of 
'it j. f.. their exploits range from the epic to the ~ , \ *'". 

")t .1 _*'- pornographic, perhaps for no bert•er reason -4: :~ ~ 
· [ than that they have varied personalities. The Council . ~, · 

..)- I. ·,.. of Artaeum have called the Centaurs "true followers ...t · J 
. ··\ \"" of the Old Ways" ofTamriel. referring to the cornplexsys- ...,.. /·-~ 
~ / ~~~ •1 tern of ancestor worship that fu'taetml itself espouses. All C 

1 
_ ( t--

~ t ,~, 

... t~.t:~,~ L ~ , !£ ; "- .:,. _, .. ··~'Y{~~ 
~,.,.. .. ~':.)~ .J) ;r .~·~,. .. ' ' ..... ~. ~ ~.· .-J~ ~~~·"'.-:,-r~; . ~~ 

P' \x.·.a~. -~it~~~.,·.- 1' ~'f!,.i-_ 'fh~C.t.. ,~ i ~ 
.._,.. ~ 1' ~ """rr. ..~ ' "'( 
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Harpies 

One of the great tragic stories told in north
ern Hammerfell is of the group of cruel and 

beautiful witches who were transformed (or 
transformed themselves, the legend is somewhat 

murky) into hideous, deranged half-breed Harpies. 
Whatever the truth is behind the legend, the 

Harpies are a true threat to life and commerce 
along the Iliac Bay. They nest in abandoned ruins, mating 
with and then destroying the unfottunate human males 
they capture. While their maniacal nature makes them 
somewhat less-than-brilliant tacticians, their sharp talons 
and frenzied behavior often force kingdoms to abandon 
lands to their use. Still, some say that the Harpies have 
some knowledge passed on to them from their human fore
mothers: knowledge they may give, but not freely. 

D reughs 

Another of the so-called cursed races of'Tamriel, 
the Dreughs are said to be the remnants of a once
great civilization that flourished in the Iliac Bay long 
before the I st Era. Though they have some humanoid 
characteristics, it is bard to give credence to the legend 
when one views the tentacles and the claws of the mis
shapen beasts. There is certain evidence that the Dreughs 
may have amphibian qualities, for they can be found in 
waterways far inland from their bayside origins. It is 
unlikely that the creatures themselves will offer insight to 
their origins, for Dreughs are violently hostile to all who 
invade their watery domain. 
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Daed.ra ·- " · 

The peasants have colorful terms 
for Daedra: fiends, unclean spir-

. · its, the evil ones, the Dark Princes, +-
~ the gods of torment, the infernal ones, and, :-';- · ·*"" 

"~ 
most commonly, demons. Those who wish to ~ 

understand or battle these nightmarish beings, rather 4~ 
~ than live in fea1~ prefer the more circumspect term, -j. 

Daedra. It is nearly impossible to say anything deflnitive · *-v-
about Daedra, despite thousands of years of scholarship 
devoted to their nature. Their reputation as cruel. amoral "' ' .• {,, 
geniuses of destruction seems to be mostly deseiVed, but if -'"' j 

they are true evil, our definition of evil may need revision to ?. 
include the complexity of their natures. Daedra appear to ....,., ..... ..,..,. 
have a well-organized hierarchy, and the ones found in our 
world are doubtless the weakest of the lot. Of course, the 
Fire Daedra, the Frost Daedra, the Seducer, or the Daedra 
Lord are among the most dangerous creatures in Tam riel. 
but there is certainly something greater out there in the 
world they call Oblivion. Perhaps we are already doomed 
to fall beneath their fire. 

-~- Vampires 
Cruel, cunning, and immortal predators, vampires hunt 

~..-/¥ the night, sometimes singly, sometimes in packs. Their ~-}~-
~ ,...*"' powers and strength are ce1tainly the stuff oflegends - ~ 

and there are said to be creatures called Vampire Ancients ~-.... '4-
~ 1. ~ who are to Vampires as Vampires are to common man. 4 \I:' 

)t / *' Vampires are virtually immune to physical harm and are ~ -':_ i( 
·: capable of casting a variety of powerful spells, not the 

1 
-4· \. · ~ least of which curses the victim with the dread disease ~ , / ~ 

','\ ~- --1/ 
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vampirism. Like lycanthropy, vampirism can be easily cured ~"' 
in its early stages, but there is no known cure for undeath 
besides death itself. Probably, the most horri(ying thing 

+ about Vampires is their normalcy: you can never tell if some· 
~ ···- one is a Vampire until you feel the fangs at your neck. To 
~ what degree they have taken advantage of this and infil

trated human society is best left unimagined. 

Dragons 

The fairly common dragon ling is a wotthy opponent for 
any adventurer. It is capable of casting a number of power- .. 
ful spells and healing itself in com bat. Those who speak 
their language tell us that beneath a veneer of maddening 
riddles and non sequiturs are minds of great wisdom. 
Despite all their merits. dragon lings are less grand than 
their lineage would suggest. Explorers, sages, and 
archivists have argued for centmies over whether the great 
dragons of legends still live, if in fact they ever existed. The 
people of the Alik 'r Desert insist that their vast plain of 
sand is home to a multitude of the Great Wyrms. Granting 
the nomads their propensity for tall tales, if there were a 
forsaken land where the great Dragons still fly undis

/ turbed, it would indeed be the Alik'r Desert. 
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Akatosh: The God of Time, usually represented as a dragon. 

Akorithi: Queen of Sentinel. She is the widow of Cameron, who was killed at the 
end of the War of Betony. Her two sons are Lhotun and Greklith. Her eldest child is 
Aubk-i, the Queen of Oaggerfall. 

Artifact: A very rare, very powerful, unique magical item. 

Arkay: The God of the Cycle of Birth and Death. 

Aubk-i: Queen of Daggerfall and consort of King Gothryd. Her parents are Queen 
Akorithi of Sentinel and the late King Cameron. Her brothers are Lhotun 
and Greklith. 

Barenziah: Queen ofWayrest, and former Queen of Mournhold (a kingdom in the 
province of Morrowind). Currently married to Eadwyre, Barenziah has two chil
dren by a previous marriage, Helseth and Morgiah. 

Blades: A legendary group of swordsmen, with unknown allegiance and power. 

Bt·etons: The" native" people of High Rock, characterized by relatively light skin 
and straight or wavy hair. 

Cameron: Late King of Sentinel. Cameron was killed in the Battle of Cryngaine Field 
by the new King of Daggerfall, Gothryd. His widow is Akorithi, Queen of Sentinel. 
His children are Greklith, Lhotun, and Aubk-i, the current Queen of Daggerfall. 

Class: A character's occupation. There are eighteen standard classes in Daggerfall, 
not including the custom classes possible. 

Daggerfall: A kingdom in southwestern High Rock. It is tuled by King Gotluyd 
and Queen Aubk-i from their palace in the capitol city, also called Daggerfall. 

Dark Brotherhood: An assassination guild, prohibited by law, but unofficially 
sanctioned by the many powers that unofficially use their services. The leader of the 
Dark Brotherhood is supposedly called the Night Mother. 

Dibella: The Goddess of Beauty. 

Ead·wyre: King ofWayrest. His first wife was Carolyna, with whom he had a 
daughter, Elysana. After Queen Carolyna's death, Eadwyre married Barenziah, 
former Queen of 1\lournhold. 

Elysana: Princess ofWayrest. Elysana is the only child of King Eadwyre and his 
late wife Queen Carolyna. 

Gortwog: King of Orsinium and leader of the orcs. 

Gothryd: King of Daggerfall. His father, Lysandus, was killed at the end of the War 
of Betony. His wife is Aubk-i, former Princess of Sentinel. His mother is .;\-\ynisera 
and his grandmother is ~ulfaga. 
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Greklith: Prince of Sentinel. Greklith is the second child of Queen Akorithi and the 
late King Cameron. and is the heir to the kingdom. 

Helseth: Prince ofWayrest. First child of Queen Barenziah and the late King Sym
machus. He has since been adopted by his stepfathei~ Eadwyre. 

Hammerfell: One of the nine provinces of the Empire ofTamriel, traditionally the 
home of the Redguard people. Among the kingdoms that make up the province of 
Hammerfell is the kingdom of Sentinel. 

High Rock: One of the nine provinces of the Empire ofTamriel. traditionally the 
home of the Breton people. Among the kingdoms that make up the province of High 
Rock are the kingdoms ofDaggerfall and Wayrest. 

Iliac Bay: Central body of water separating the provinces of High Rock and Ham
merfell. 

ItemMaker: A system available to members of the Mages' Guild (and other guilds) 
by which items may be enchanted. 

Julianos: The God of Wisdom. 

Lhotun: Prince of Sentinel. Lhotun is the third child of Queen Akorithi and the late 
King Cameron. 

Lysandus: Late King of Daggerfall. Lysandus was killed under mysterious circum
stances at the beginning of the Battle of Cryngaine Field, at the end of the War of 
Betony. His widow is .Mynisera, the Dowager Queen of Daggerfall. His son and 
successor is Gothryd, current King of Daggerfall. Lysandus' mother is Nulfaga, the 
so-called Mad Witch. 

Mages' Guild: An alliance of spellcasters. Guildhalls are found in most eve1y capitol 
city in Tamriel. 

Magicka: The raw energy from which mages and others fashion spells. Magicka is 
usually measured in "spell points" in sentient creatures, and "enchantment points" in 
nonsentient creatures. Most humans have a limited amount of magicka ( l/2lntelli
gence in "spell points'') which continuously regenerates itself. True Mages have 2x 
their Intelligence in spell points, and Sorcerers have 3x their Intelligence in spell 
points (though they are unable to regenerate magicka naturally). 

Mara: The Mother Goddess and Goddess of Love. 

Morgial1: Princess ofWayrest. Morgiah is the second child of Queen Barenziah and 
the late King Symrnachus. She has since been adopted by Eadwyre, her stepfather. 

Mynisera: Dowager Queen of Daggerfall. Mynisera is the vvidow of King Lysandus 
and mother of King Gothryd. 

Necromancers: A group of renegade spell casters, notorious in Tamriel for their eviJ 
deeds. Their supposed leader is called the King of Worms. 
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Nulfaga: Dowager Que-en ofDaggerfall, sometimes called the .t\1ad \Vitch. Nulfaga 
is the grandmother of the cw-rent king of Daggerfall, but apparently went mad at the 
time of her son Lysandus' death and retired to the Wrothgarian i\lountains. 

Orsinium: The legendary homeland of the orcs. The original Orsinium was 
destroyed four thousand years ago, but King Gortwog is attempting to rebuild it. 

Potion.Maker: A system available at the }.lages' Guild (and some other guilds) 
which allows members 1 o create custom potions. 

Redguards: The "nati\'e·" people ofHammerfell, who arrived in Tamriel in the mid
dle of the 1st Era, more than three thousand years ago. Redguards are characterized 
by relatively dark skin, .and wavy or curly hair . 

. Schools of Magicka: The six major avenues of magical research: alteration, restora
tion, thaumaturgy, illusion, destruction, and mysticism. For a description of each, see 
the Skills section. 

Sentinel: A kingdom in northern Hammerfell, on a peninsula in rhe Iliac Bay. 
Queen Akorithi, the "vidow of the late king Cameron, rules from the capitol city, also 
called Sentinel. Akorithi's daughter is the Queen ofDaggerfall, Aubk-i. 

SpellMaker: The systern that allows members of the Mages' Guild to create custom 
spells. 

Stendarr: The God of i\\ercy and Compassion. 

Thieves' Guild: A hierarchical arrangement of thieves, fences, procurement special
ists, planners, and enfor·cers. Though officially an illegal organization, the Guild is 
generally tolerated by the kings and queens ofTamriel. 

Underking: A possibly mythical entity who has been the subject of horror stories for 
hundreds of years. A group of mages and undead creatures wander the land. claim
ing to be Agents of the Underking. 

Uriel Septim VII: The Emperor ofTamriel, and liege lord of all of the kings and 
queens of the land. His forebearer, Tiber Septim, conquered the continent more than 
four hundred years ago. ushering in the 3rd era ofhistor:y. 

Wayrest: A kingdom at the mouth of the Bjoulsae River in High Rock. King Ead
wyre and Queen Baren ziah rule the land from their capitol, also called Wayrest. 
Eadwyre has one child, Elysana, from a previous marriage. Barenziah has two chil
dren, Helseth and }.lorgiah, from her previous marriage. 

Zen (sometimes Zenithar or Z'en): The God of Work and Commerce. 
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